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P}{i!a<'ACE
'rhis paper attempts to find in the facts of George Eliot's
life the evidences of posi tive .Dhilosophy, to trace the philosophy
to its lOGical basis and to show its influence on 1181'work. r.L'here
are many who say such a study is useless or at best unimportant, but
I do not agree. I am not attempting to "piece out" an entire phil-
osophy by combining ;fragmentary allusions I have found in her work.
I am not disappointed to find her thought inconsistent, or mixed, or
different at one period from another. 'rhere is no philosophical sys-
tem that must not admit ambiguity and inconsistency if it proceeds
far enough. Life presents problems which probably never will be solved.
'l'hen,too, the literary artist need not settle all the prob-
lems of existence before he begins to write. His province is merely
to record the manifestations of eternal problems in actual life. 'rhe
literary artist does not theorize or expound; he observes with sensi-
tivity and records with sympathy and proportion. Philosophy and lit-
erature have their separ'ate spheres: the former strives for accuracy
and consistency,the latter for adequacy and beauty. In writing this
paper I am not insensible to this distinction, and I remember that.
George ~liot was not a philosopher in the strict sense of the word.
But she was a stUdent of two philosophies that shaped her ob-
servations of life, and for a study of her work, an understanding of
her point of view is of great importance.
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Since this paper is a discussion of GeorGe Eliot's Positivism,
there may be an objection to the introduction into the study of her
appreciation of Greek thought. This is absolutely essential to an
evaluation of her Positivism, for in the former philosophy lay her
greatest strength and in the latter her greatest weakness.
It is with regret that I avoid comment on George :sliot's
characters, her wit and numor , her power 0:1,' description. }:<'orthe
IllOstpart, they are irrelevant to this stud], but they help to quali-
fy her as a unique figure in literature.
This study is concerned 'with,all my major academic interests.
Hardly one of my college professors is not representod here. I.1Jy
thanks are due ray science professors who opened to me a wider vrorld
of living creatures, and to the philosopher in whose classes I spent
some of the most treasured hours of my school days •
.Among the many grateful acknowledgments due Dr. John S. Harri-
son for his helpful suggestions in this study, the most heartfelt is
for his introducing me to the 'world of Greek tragedy. But for it,
I should not have cared to write this paper.
iii
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CHAPTER I
G20HGE sraor S ACQUAINTANCEV1ITH POSrrIVISM
preparation
.A consideration of the works of George Eliot shows us that
the main element in both character and setting is the humble life of
provincial England which she ennobles in her worl:s. But in plot con-
struction the influences of her girlhood do not operate. Here we see
evidences of a blend of t;vophilosophies: Greelc Idealism, and the
Posi tive Philosophy of the scientifi(~ age.
period, tho days of fine old leisure,--but the fruit was formed during
an era of extraordinary activity in scientific and mechanical dis-
flHer roo·ts were do'wn in the pre-raill'oad, pre_telegraphic
covery. Her geniuS was the outcome of these conditions. It could1
not have existed in the same form deprived of either influence."
of modest circumstances. The prosaic conditions at'her early life
George Eliot was born into a respectable narwickshire family
gave little promise of the achievement that lay ahead. In the entire
story of her succeSS, self-conquest is the keynote.
Her father, Robert Evans, a land-agent for sir J!'rancisNew-
digate, was a conservative'man with an acute mind and an indomitable
will. Her mother was practical, shl'ewd, and brisk. The family lived
by a tradition of economy, affection and orthodoxy.
1;r. VI.: cross, Life, of George 31iot as ~rold in Her Letters and
Journal {Boston: Dana 'Esi'eslfudeo.lf. D.T,-"I·, --s:- --
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2Their home life was quiet and wholesome. We would have a
scene typical of the Evans home if we could envision 1.11'5.Evans at
her knitting by the fireside, Chrissie, the older daugntier , sitting
nearby with needlework, young son Isaac, little-bay-like, taking in-
ventory of the trivial treasures of his pockets, while the middle-
aged VIr. Evans taught the youngest child, Mary Anne to read.
The farm. life outside was who Lesome and delightful. As child-
ren Mary Anne and Isaac had tho run of the trimly hedged countryside.
They roamed along the Brown Canal nearpyr, watched the barnyard ani-
mals and hung curiously around datry and kitchen.
Nevertheless, the life was rather meagre in social contacts.
These carne chiefly through church attendance. f.liaryAnne was baptised
at the church at Chilver's Coton and attended regularly until her
twentieth year.
r.rrr. Evans had a proround respect for the basis of the religi-
ous insti t.ut.Lon-c-dogma- Though not a fanatic, he was zealously ortho-
dox and expect ed his daughter to be so as well. Their religious life
was marked by blind confidence in Bvangelical teachfng which had
prompted the recent movement to tighten the governance of the English
Church. Given the dignity of intelliGent acceptance, the orthodox
view served her very well dur-Lng her early years. She observed it
with the deepest seriousness and in her late teens p.raot Lsed the most
rigid aceticisrn, d~dicating all her energies to vlr-tuoue livi.ng,
denying herself the innocent pleasures of frivolous dress and secu-
lar mtlsic. On a visit to London with her brother at the age of eighteen
she declined a symphony and spent her money for a copy of Josephus.
3Unlike her neighbors' her moral life was ruled by more than
the prosaic respect"lbili ty of church-!,oing and common sense. Her
idea of goodness consisted in more than milling the Cr1<'3;;:3c3 i'inely,
vleal'inrj nl.'O)8r mourning for decell.sed r-eLat ivea and maintaining un-
impeachable order of the articles in the bureau clrarnrs.
Her morality V-JaS wider because her interests were mo re pro-
found. From her earliest babyhood sbe had been motivated by an eager
passion to learn. She had attended girls' schools until she was six-
teen when, at the death of her mother she undertook the management of
the household at the expense of conMnuing her formal education.
This was almost like imprisonment to her. She had loved her
studies passionately and already halj'-formed visions had coree to her
that tho power of her mind was to acht.eve greatness. She continued
her stUdies on her own initiative. She read continuously and learned
German and Italian almost unaided. lie understand very well the 1'03-
preSSion she had in mind when she said, "you may try but you can never
imagine what it is to have a man's force of genius in you and :ret to
2
suffer the slavery of being a girl. tf
The conditions of her early life have their very important
direct influence on her wo rks , but our concern with them here is in-
direct; they act negatively to prepare her for a new way of life.
One of the outstandine quaLi,t i.es of George .i1;liot's novels is
their scholarship. 'rhey are marked by a keen rationality, a thought-
ful rather than an emotional approach. There is also a tendency to
2George Eliot, Daniel Deronda , (He\~ York: A. L. Burt and Co.,
No Date), p. 571
4philosophic discourse which distinguishes the author as a scholar.
George Eliot's schooling, so much of it obtained without supervision,
prepared her for an inquiring approach to the problems of life. She
read not only novels and poetrJ, but mataphysics, science, history,
theology and mathematics.
3arly in her school years she showed a talent for music and
enjoyed playing the piano throughout her life. Before she ,vas ten
years old she became recognized in school for her literary compo-
sitions. But most important of all for our consideration was the fact
thut she had an inquiring mind and a very penetrating power of reasoning.
Before she was twenty she had made the inevitable step for one
of so unresting a mind. She had begun to inquire into the premises
upon which her well-regulated and narrow existence was founded.
A new project she had in mind was to study ecclesastical history
and to make a chart to record the main events. In such a study it
war.::inevitable that she should inquire into the philosophical sub-
stantiation of the dogmas of orthodoxy. And while dogma has an im-
portant position in human thought, it does not nt all satisfy the
inquiring intellect.
Her study reaching ba.ck into source material and carried
out over a period of some two or three years finally brought her to
the conclusion that Calvinism was the only valid form of Christianity
and that it was unacceptable because its motive was the entirely self-
5ish interest of personal salvation.
This decision wrought in her life a conflict whose import-
ance can not be overestimated. She had cut herself loose from the
accepted mainstays of her traditional life; she must rebuild her world
on another pattern.
~Ihat this pattern was to be was also decided by her scho-
larly interests. AS if prophetic of the direction her intellectual
pursuits were to take, her first book, The Lirmet's Life, introduced-- -
her at pre-school aGe to the two intellectual fields she was to unite,
that 01' SCience, and that ot the ideals. Her favorite passage in the
book was illustrated by a picture of the Mother Linnet fel3dingher
young. Here she was called UpOll to beoome a young naturalist ob...
serving tilehabits of birds and at the same time a sympathizer with
the tender emotions touched in hOIllelite and motherhood.
Interest in Science
Her interest in scientific mat+ers remained with her throU[~h...
out her school years. She studied'astronomy, physics, chemistry, bi-
ology, and geology. 'rhrough these studies she (J;ainedtwo attitudes
toward science, one appreciative Hhere scientific materials are con-
cerned, and t:'18 other dis'ciplinary, where scientific method is used.
From the first attitude sprang her characteristic habit of
expressing ideas through figures of speech or images drmVIlfrom sci-
ence, 'rhese are abundant in everyone of her productions. 'rhe1'01-
lowing is quoted because it shows not only in 1'igurativ« but in liter-
0.1 to.shion her interest in science:
6"I have lately led so unsettled a life, and have been so
desultory in my employments, that my mind, never of the most high-
ly organized (senus is more than usually chaotic; or rather it is
li1w a atratum of conglomerated fraec:m.entsthat show here a jaw and
rib of some ponderous quadruped, there a delicate alto-relivio of
some fern-like plant, tLny shells and rll.ysteriousnondescripts encrust-
ed and united with some unvaried but useful stone. r.1Y mind presents
just such an assemblage of disjointed specimens of history ancient
and modern; scraps of poetry picked up from Shakespeare, cowper,
llordsworth and Mil ton; newspaper' topics, morsels 01' Addison and Ba-
can, Latin verbS, geometry, etomolog:r and chemistry, Reviews and
metaphysics,--all arrested and petrified and smothered by the fast-
thickening accession of actual events, relative anxieties and house-
3
hold cares and vexat Lons l'
If at this period. C'.-eore;egliot f'oL'Lovred "Heviews and meta-
physics" it would be impossible to suppose she oscapod the influ-
ence of the scientific movemont in the philosophy of her age. The
advancements in biological science were bein.rsfelt)and such men as
Spencer, Darwin and Huxley were gaining recognition for their rein-
terpretations of life in the light of scientific knowledge. The lim-
its of -ellescientific method were being widened; empirical philos-
ophy was turning its theorizing to all fields of human knowledge.
As we have seen, George i!,;liot'sinquiries had led hoI' to dis-
satisfaction with orthodox religious thought because dogma denied the
privilege of inquiry to the reason. Abandoni.ng the world of tra-
3
;T. u. Cross, .£E.. cit. ,1,45
7ditional religious thought, it is but natural that she should turn
to the explanations offered by the world of science.
G-eorge Eliot possessed above all qualities a firm integrity.
She was ready to fight for her convictions. 'rhemost true literary
representation of her OVID cnaract ev, that of I.1aggie'rulliver, exem-
plified her rebellious nature truthfully. Geroge l!:liotas wflll as
Maggie 'I'ulliver had vented her childhood wrath and frustration on an
old wooden doll whose head she had ground upon the floor in moments
of strong feeling.
George Eliot's new conviction regarding religion and science
inevitably cll1shed with the tradition of her father. A serious dis-
agreement ensued and she passed one of t.nemost difficalt periods
of her life before the difference was settled amicab1y.
Early Positivism--coventry
The immediate influence in George l~liot's rebellion, and the
friends who comforted her in her trouble were a group of new asso-
ciates in Coventry, the Brays and the Hennells. Their influence on
her thow~ht should be considered seriously for it was very great.
Charles Bray was the author of a book, ~ Philosophy of Ne-
cessity, which interpreted the llliverse in terms of scientific law.
She who had been hampered by dogmatism, who was confident in the
power of reason accepted the doctrine enthusiastically. It was her
first close contact with the positive Philosophy. The book's lUain
purpose was to emphasize the principle of cause and effect as an ex-
planation of all phenomena.
8The principle was applied even to the realm of mental ac-
tivity: The principle which integrates the mind is that of cause
and effect. George ~liot expresses ac~uiescence in a letter to Bray:
"In the fundamental doctrine of your book that mind presents
itself under the same conditions of antecedent and consequent a.sall
other phenornena, (the only difference being that the true anteccd-
ent and consequent are proportionately difficult to discover as the
4
phenomena are more complex) I think you know that I agree."
Mrs. Bray's brother, Charles Hennell, also influenced George
J~liot. His book, ~ Inquiry Concerning the Origin of Christianity,
attempted to treat scripture as history and to account for the Bib-
lical miracles as action explainable by scientific law.
'l'hrouchHennell she became acquainted with Miss Brabant, his
fiancee who entrusted (1-eorge....liot with the commission she herself
had agreed upon, namely the translation of strauss' Leben .Tesufrom
the German. She bagan the work in April, 1844 and completed it, one
short vacation intervening in April 1846. strauss, also influenced
by the. acLerrbd r'Lc movement had treated Jesus as a purely hfstor-Lce.L
figure, the miracles as ordinary scientific phenomena.
These writin{!;srepresent the application of scientific prin-
ci1'lo8 to a wider group of lifo problems than science had attempted
to deal with before.
It was not however until after the death of her father that
at the age of thirty George .c:liot,now on the way to a literary caroer
4Ibid~, p.356
9in London,came undsr the full influence of Positivism.
Later Positivism--London
For some months she had been contributing articles to a literary-
philosophical journal, 'I'heuestminster Review. In 1851 she accept-
ed a sub-editorship, and through this work came in contact with
the main current of philosophic thought •
.L"lmodified continuution of the thought initiuted in her trans-
lation of strauss is seen in her articles "Evangelical Teaching:
Dr. Cumins" and "\'lorldlinessand Otherworldliness: The poet young"
She expresses the idea that the part of Christianity which is of most
value is that which treats Christ as a human teacher of brochez-Ly
service.
"The idea of a God who not only sympathizes with all we feel
and endure for OUI' fellow-men, but who will pour new life into our
too languid love, and give firmness to our vascillating purpose, is
extension of multiplication of the effects produced by human sym-
pathy ; and it has been intensified for tho betto r 8D1rit s ,1110 have
been under the influence of'Orthodox Christianity by the contempla-
5
tion of Jesus as a God manifest in the flesh."
"So long as belief in propositions is regarded as indespen-
sable to salvation, the pursuit of truth as such is not possible any
more than it is possible for a man who is svlimraingfor his life to
5GGorge Eliot, Essays and Leaves, ed. Charles Lee Lewes
(New York; J. \1. Lovell company, H. D.), p. 157
10
make meterological observations on the stann which threatens to
6
overwhelm him. tl
such a view of the religious problem is distinctly a re-
bellion al3ainst the dogmatic assUIllp'liionsof ol.'thodoxy, a view of re-
ligion founded not in faith but in fact. Dogmasare seen as shackles
which restrain man from accurate thought.
'rhese are the ideas she emphasized in a review of The pro ...--
gress 2!. ~ Intt,lloct by 14"iclmy,an editor of the Hestminster Review.
In this essay, she hints an acc eptrance of the theol.'Y of Evolution
applied to social and cultural progress;
"Our civilization and yet more our religion, are on anoma-
lous blending of' li1'oless barbarisms, which have descended to us
like so many petrifications from distant ages, with living ideas,
the offspring of a true process of development. He are in bondage
to terms and conceptions, ':mich, having had their roots in conditions
of thought no longer existing, have ceased to possess any Yitality,
and are for us as spells ,.-;hiehhave lost -lihGir virtue. rrhe effort
to spread enliglr~ened ideas is perpetually counteracted by these
idola theatri ••• :u:achage and each race has a faith and a symbol-
ism suited to its needs and its stage of development and••• for suc-
ceeding ages to dremn of retaining the spirit alan:"; with the forms
of the past is as futile as embalminf~the dead body in the hope that
7
it may one day be resumed by the 11ving soul."
6Ibid., p. 19S
'7J, H. Cross, op, ~., 1,192
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Divine revelation, a theological manifestation of the super-
natural is explained by the scientist as merely scientific discovery.
nod is the force workf.ng behind the phenomena of science, but .va
COlUein contact with Him only through observing tilephenomena of life.
"It is II1r. Ilackay's faith that divine revelation is not con-
tained exclusively or pre-eminen°t;lyin the facts or inspirations of
anyone age or nat;ion, but is coextensf.vewi th tho history of human
development, and is perpetually unfolding itself to our widened ex-
perience and investigation as firmament after firm3J11entbocomes vis-
ible to U3 in pro~l)ortionto the power and range of our exploring In-
struments. 'rhemaste:r key to this revelation is the recognition of
the presence of undeviation law in the material and moral world--of
that invariability of sequences which is acknowledged to be the ba-
sis of physical science; but which is still perversely ignored in
our social organization, our ethics and our religion. It is this
invariability of sequence Which can alone give value to experience
8
and render education in the true sense possible."
If any phase of George Eliot's philosophy is worthy of em-
phasis and reemphasis for its influence on her literarY work, it is
this doctrine of cause and effect, of invariability of antecedent
and consequent, for it recurs continually in her treatment of moral
life.
She was nevrly impressed with the doctrine through her ac-
quaintance in London vrlth Herbert Spencer, the philosophical cham-
pion of the theory of Evolution to whom she referred in one instance
8 Ibid.,
12
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as an tt ••• original and profound philosophical writor."
The philosophy of Spencer was strictly detenuinistic--that is,
it was based upon the assumption that all the phenomena of existence
are exp.La.LnabLe in terms of cause and effect. l,1ackayeand George Eliot
spoke of cause and effect in the moral world, but Spencer's vmrld was
purely mat.er-t al.tst Lc. He accepted an ultimate principle behind and be-
yond the observations of science, something which would harmonize re-
ligion and science, but he did not speculate as to .the nature of this
Ultimate. He did not deny that its essence might be Mind, but the only
treatment of mind in his system described it not as an entity, but as
a manifestation of material interaction in the cause-effect pattern of
temporal sequence. The direction this sequence should take was in-
herent in conditions of matter; it was accidental, in the sense that
it was not controlled by any intelligence.
His theory of :i1volutionhad as its basis two presuppositions:
the Persistence of Force, and the Indestructibility of Matter. These
two principles initiate a chain of cause and effect whose possible
origin or ultimate end is not a matter of speculation to him.
If "pattern" is taken to refer to themnnifestati6n of Mind
as an entity, then Spencer, and with him George Eliot rejected the
idea. George i~liot's friend, Sara Hennell ,~~_?been writing in de-
fense of the scientific view and had rejected the idea of creative
design in nature, substantiating her rejection with an analogy drmvn
from science. George Eliot's criticism of Sara Henne.L'Lt s view re-
veals mUch about her ovm opinion;
9Ibid., p.245
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"I showed the passage on the eye ••• to Rcr 3rt Spencer und he
agrees vJi th us that you have not stated your idea so as to render it
a logic 1 argument against; design. you appear to imply that devel-
opment and gradation in organs and runctf.ons arc opposed to that con-
ception which they are not. I suppose you are awar-e t.han.we all three
hold the conception 01' creative design to be untenable. We only
10
think you have .no t made,o,;:t .a good case against it."
But there is evidence elsewhere to the effect that George Bliot con-
sidered Spencer's materialism superficial: fl ••• ':'hoDevelopment rl'heory
and all other explanations of processes by wh.Lch things came to be
produce a feei)le impression (!OlJ1]),:lred"Ii nh the Idysta:c;,r that lios
11
undez- 'i;J:w process. If
rrhese apparent contradictions, acceptance of materialism on
one hand, and on the other the reco£"nition of an unknown power at work
within tile material world, show an inconclusive state of questioning
on George Eliot's part. she \'las torn between her efforts at strict
empiricism and the postulation of an unknownshaping principle which
would necessarily tiake on some to the qualities relegated by dogma
to an orthodox God.
There was none of tho idealism in Spencer's 'world that George
Eliot's early Christian training had taught her to crave as the soul-
satisfying element of existence.
This hunger was only partly satisfied by her acceptance of the
CUlminating philosophy of the scientific age--Positivism in the narrow
10Ibid., p. 329
11
Ibid., 11,113
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sense--the theory of the li'renclunan, Auguste Gornte. She wr:~S origin-
ally stimulated to study Comte by her dose intellectual association
with a friend of Herbert Spencer, (}eorge Henry Lewes who VIasat first
a student and later an ardent admirer of comtist thought. The phil-
osophies outlined above occupied George J:;;liot during her pre-fiction-
al years, but during her l)roducti ve pez-Iod combe' s theories were her
chief philosophical study.
ComtoIs Philosophie positive divided all the materials of
knowledge into six sciences: mathematics, astronomy, physics, chemis-
try, biology (including psychology) and sociology. The order in which
they are given is his own; man arrives at complete knowledge first of
the science of mathematics. Astronomy grows out of it und is depend-
ent upon it. Physics depends on ast.ronomy and mathematics, chemia-
tryon physics wid its predecessors and so on.
'rhere are, according to Cornto, three stugon of knowledge, tho
'rheological, the lJIetaphysical, and the positive. 'rhe 'rheological
whlch was the most primitive, considered the facts of tho universe as
ruled not by invariable laws of sequence, but b,: sillg1e direct vo-
litions of beings whose essence was life and mind. The mode of thought
whtcn M.Cornte termed Metaphysi cal account;ed for phenomena by aseri b-
lng them not to volitions, but to realized abstractions. He bolieved
in cultural evolution~ In the Tiletaphysical stage the mind had de-
veLoped beyond the concept of an ull-emtJraci:lg God, breaking oxis-
tence into numerous spontaneous forces, each wi1;h intelligence.
The highest stage of thought, according to cornte, the positive,
was the sc i.ent Lr'Lc svage v/herein all experience WdS observed as re-
15
bHlU()(Jj_elt in :3cicnGi!:'ic 1:_[';'1. _.eco:;:·uiw:, to Corrrt e , we mus t rid ourselves
of a Ll, fetish, all supersti-tion oi: -Gil(l:.lwolo,;ichl stei{;tl awl aymbo L»
i3l!l of' t.h e 1I1etuIJl1yslcalstuge in order to be fit ror the field of Posi-
tive thought where such "lifeless burbarisms" have no place.
parallel tic this, George J£liot says in her ravie,; of l"uckay:
"Every phase of human development is part of that education of the race
in whf.ch we are sharing. Every mfstiake, every absurdity into which poor
human natur~ has fallen, Irlaybe looked on as an experiment of which Vie
12
may reap the bener'L t."
According to comte, all the problems of existonce could be ap-
proached by means of scientific method. 'I'ha't is to say all knowledge
concerns the particular instnnces of experience. He stated this ,to
be true not only of the material world, but of the world of mind as
'well. Oorntedid not recognize mind. aa nn onti ty.....tlurb was a habit of
the Ue-taphysical staGe of thought. 'fhought of the individual, then,
is m!lteria.~ J:'osponse to t;he environmont. ':L'lle highost status of mind
is thought in its social expression, and social morality bocomes Comto's
religion. Hf.3 Looked upon socia'by as a developinB organism dependent
for perfection upon the ac~ivities of individuals for the social good.
lilorul action, though originating in the individual is not egoistic. but
altruistic. 'rhe highest good is social service.
'rllis view of religion was a far cry from tho orthodoxy George
~liot had accepted in her early years, but one element of it appealed
to her. \Je have seen that she objected to Christianity on the ground
16
that she found its chief motive selfish. She was able to adopt
Comte's altruism, to glorify it into an. ennobling aceticism which
was in a sense a return to her old vt ew, but with a practical rather
than an ideal aim. The idea of self sacrifice for the good of others
became one of her dominarrt themes; her most precious ideal was the
ideal of duty. F. Vi. H. Iifyerstells the following incident about
the noyolist:
"I r(-:lmemberhow at cambridge I walked with her once in Fe I>
lows' Garden of rrrinity, on an evening of rainy Iilay;and she, stirred
somewhat beyond her wont, and taking as her text the three wordS,
God, Immortality, Duty,--pronounced with terrible earnestness how
inconceivable was the first, how unbelievable the second, and yet
how peremptory and absolute the third. Never, perhaps, have stern-
accents affirmed the sovreignty of impersonal and unrecompensing Law.
I listened, and night fell; her grave majestic countenance turned
toward me like a Sibyl's in the gloolU; it was as though she with-
drew from my grasp one by one, the two scrolls of promise, and left
rae the third scroll only, awful with inevitable fates. And wh en we
stood at length and parted, among that columnar circuit of forest
trees, beneath the last twilight of starless skies, I seemed to be
gazing like Titus at Jerusalem, on vacant seats, amid empty halls,--
on a sanc tu-rry with no presence to hallow it and heaven left lonely
13
of a God."
For her, virtue and duty were symonymous, and duty consisted
in Comte's highest good--human service. She expressed the idea in
13F.U.H.Myers, j£ssays Classical and Modern (London: llIac-
ruillan and Co. Ltd., 1921), p. 495
17
her habitual scientific imagery:
"We should aim to be lik8 a plant in "thechamber of sickness
dispensing purifying air even in a region that turns all pale its
verdure and crmups its instinctive propensity to expand. society
is a wide nursery of plants where the hundreds decompose to nourish
the future ten, after giving collateral benef'Its to their conterupo-
14
raries destined for a fairer garden."
George J!.!liotexpressed greut indebtedness to comte for the
"enlighlienment he conferred" upon her life, und throughout her life
contrdou'bedmoney to the comtist rund which maintained the positive
Church.
One influence on George Bliotts Positivism remains to be con-
sidered, that of her husband, George Henry Lewes. He prompted her
interest in Comte. His greatest claims to noto lay in three of his
books, Life of Goethe, seaside studies, a biological treatise, and
Biographical History of Philosophy. He was a scien'bist-philosopher
of some ability but was less noted than Spencer.
His importance in her life aside from personal rE3lations lay
in the fact t>at he united for her the fields of science and litor-
ature. He was a V(3rsatile genius who had wavered between literature
and medicine, science and philosophy. nhen he met George ':':;liothe
Viaswriting articles about positivism for a liberal ,journalcalled
the Leader. 'l'hroughouther career he acted as her chief cr1tic and
manager, and his literary talents adapted him admirdbly for the wo rk ,
On the other hand his pursuits and enthusiasms kept science and
14
J. u, Cross, op. ~., I, 58
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Poattive Philosophy continuously before. her mind. Her blending of
the fields of literature and science she owed partly to his influ-
ence and to his contacts with many scientists on the continent.
During the first year of their union (1856) they had a re-
markable visit to Ilfracornbe. He was collecting specimens for his
"Seaside ;:;tudies"and she was basldng in the natu:ral beauty around
her. The trip was memorable for two related reaSOllS: first because
it was thon that she decided seriously to try her hand at fiction
writing, and second because on this trip she came Ln intimate con-
tact with the materials of biological science whils collecting pol-
yps and jelly-fish in the ocean shoals. ;.rnon/Sthe orags and hills
that appeared to the scientist as a world of geolO:;icwonders, she
saw at first hand what the scien-tist saw, for she was a whole-hearted
student. But she was also a creature with an unusual imagination
and a passion for beauty, so that the geologiC Vlonders were to her
a many-colored fairyland and wading for polyps a tremendOUS, mys-
terious, beautiful adventure. This stimulation, more emotional
th!:ll1intellectual in nature did much to augment her devotion to sci-
entific studies. But the intellectual impulse led her to believe_
with Comte that by scientific study, man CQuld arl'iveat perfect
know.Ledge of the world. such an influence might Lave made a critic
of her, but tue aesthetic appreciation of that kinship with living
things which devotes poets to science is the forco that turned her at
this time to fiction Vlriting, and George Henry Le\1eSwas "thechief
in:t'luence.
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Her Positivism summarized and :Evaluated
Vie have exposed now the corrcacts George ~liot made with
Positivism from the time it led her away from orthodoxy until the
time it found her eager for a career in fiction writing. Let us
consider its principles now and evaluate thom as the basis for lit-
eraty production.
A consideration of her positive I.'hilosophymay be handled
under two chief heads: method, aT how the Positivist proposed to
attain knowl.edge; and doctrine, or what conclusions he reached by
use of his method.
The method of Positivism is the synthetic method explained
by Spencer in the early chapters of his book synthetic 11hllosophy.
The scientific philosopher assembles the data of experience, accord-
ing to a general similarity, and these genera are combined in a broad-
er category of generality, until the categories emerge as a synthe-
sis of particulars whose basis of synthesis is then accepted as u
principle. It was ~pencer' s belief t.latscience and religion would
coalesce in the most abstract generality of each. But.this coales-
cence was never made because Spencer did not choose to consider ul-
timate principles, and did not test his method by trying to reach
ultimates through it. Indeed, he saw no necenst ty 1'01' doing so.
Posi tive Imowledge is knowledge of the particular in ag-
gregate. It is not the province of the scientist to know the ulti-
mate nature of things, and therefore can never become philosophy as
Spencer and George Bliot suspected.
The universal is implied in the particular, but we can not
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reach universality in thought by considering the particular ~~.
In a synthesis of particulars we have only a collection of units.
Ilerely hypothecating about them as units will not make them a unity.
Unity is not achieved by "thepractice of observation, but by insight
into the universal truth involved. And thouGht is rooted in the
universal.
'Eheonly criticisru of scientific method i~ philosophy is
that science is not philosophy. Both Spencer and Comte adrnitted
this, but, the aili~issionmade, they proceeded to explain the uni- ,
veri,e in terms of science as if science itself were not limited.
Geor~e::!:liotsupplied this limitation, perhaps without realizing
how serious it was.
'1'hemethod of science still appealed to her: "Science is
properly more sGrupulous than dogma. Dogma gives a charter to mis-
take, but the very breadth of science is a contest with mistake
l~
and must keep the conscience alive."
Ilhen she turned from religion to sc i ence , she was merely
exercising tho:t important runctd on of the empiricist, maraeLy to re-
mind the rationalist <.lndthe idealist that there is a world of
facts as well. She revolted against the insincerety of "other-
worldliness" and plunged herself Lntio the rainutae of this painful,
joyous, revolting, beautiful life.
'rhroughout her writings she remained very close to 1t. Her
solemn representation of things as they are; as they must sometimes
heart-breakingly be,--call it realism, or the birth of naturalism,
lSY}eorge Eliot, I!Tiddlemarch,(Chicago: Rand TtIcNally co.},
II, 299
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or failure -to recognize the heart of li te:cl.lture--tllere are critics 01'
all three persuasions--yet this very nearness to life itself .is a di-
rect and obvious outcome of the pedestrian literalness of the experi-
ence philosophy.
'I'o this attitude she ovee her greatest literary purpose:
the elevation of ordinary cnaract er s and commonlife to the plane of
significant treatment in 11terature.ButJ let it be thoroughly in-
derstood that, viith the aim once settled upon, she W'-dS able to achieve
it only by·abandoning positivism in the strict sense and turning to a
very different philosophy, tilut \,Thiehunderlies Greek traged~.
Let us turn now to an evaluation of posi ti ve doctrine. lie
have emphasized throughout hex adherence to the view that the phe-
nomena of existence present themselves in a temporal sequence of
cause and effect, that tilere is a marked invariability of anteced-
ent and consequent. This is knownin philosophy as the doctrine of
determinism, and ,..as not at all a new idea of the scientific era.
However, it received an emphasiS and an interpretation in
Posi ti vism which was new. 'rho determinism of Spencer is strictly
materialistic. His theory of J~vblution emphasized how the action
of an organism ,'l':1.S dependent upon its inherited structure on one
hand and upon its material envt ronmerrt on the other. All the world,
even that of thought had its basiS in matter which interacteci nccord-
il.1.r~ to a (:~:i'78rl s;_.~q1..1el1.c!D. ,Y811 the cliscerm'1ent of such a aequence by
his ownmind was implied to have a material basis. .it is obvious
that such a system is superficial, dogmatic and lifeless.
It served only to makeGeorge Bliot aware of a few scien-
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tifie principles which she used in her Vlork: We can not be or do
what we wou.Ldbecause VIe are born with a certain organic limi tution
vrhfch will determine to some deGree the nature of our action. ",[hat
George bliot knew fUl'ther that Spencer did not is that we are also
born .'lith a spirit that continuously strives to transcend those lim-
itations.
com"te's system was a little more producti va of ideas which
could be effectively interpreted in literature. His determinism,
while not strictly materialistic, was kept wi thin the confines of
scientific particulars. Concerned only with the empirical view of'
life, the only non-material element it could contact was individual
thought, and the highest expression of this was social intercourse
or the exchange of finite ideas. His fixed sequence of antecedent and
conaequerrt , the~ could Move to no more ultimate realm than that in
which society '.'l8.3 vie'fJed as a developing organism integrated by the
thoughts of the individuals comprising it.
For Spencer, the highest good VJaS adjustment to enviromnental
condi tirns. rrhe final nr i ce for non-adjustment was annihilation.
But the LndLvidual was not free to choose between these t1IJOconditions.
He and his entire moral nature Vlere merely a part of an all pervad-
i11gmechanism•
•,-ccording no Gomte, he was a good man who took his place in
the "social organismlt and performed his social functions well. only
by studying the "social organism" by the method of Positive thought
could the individual dis.cern '"hat his place in soc i ety was to be.
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Comte's one ethical doctrine, that of self-denial for the performance
of duty was a blind corioept because it had no reference to ultimate
principles.
'I'h.La analysis makes posl ti vism qui te unattractive ,1 ts ethics
sentimental, but it was not so to George ::':;liot. 'l'he ideal of oelf-
ascrifice and human service in the discharge of duties held great
dramatic possibilities. The compulsion of the physical self against
the better reason, of the hereditary propensities and conditions a-
gainst antagonistic aims; of social duties against personal inclin-
ation, all embodying strong drarnatic elements, C'lIll8 to be in George
Eliot's mind, o;Jtgrowths of "'osi tivism.
1'.s she says, "A tragedy has not to expound why the indi vi du-
al mus t £,;1 ve VlaY to the general; it has to show that it is impelled
to give way, the tragedy consisting in the strugGle involved and 01'-
1('
ten in the entirely calamitous issue in spite of a grand submission."
The problem, tinen , restated is tnat; of the individual strug!!>-
ling against a predetermined wcr-Ld , a woz-Ld whose conditions are large-
ly beyond the control of the individual. posi ti ve determinism im-
pressed Geor~e .,.c;liotbecause it represented this great Vlorld of con-
ditions impelled by an unalter!:'.bla seq_uenceof cause and effect. 3ut
she recognized a narrow fatalism in the system denying the individual
capacity for moral action. Sho protested her belief in an individual
will apart from the compulsion of the system: "I shall not be sat t a-
fied Viith your philosophy," she said in one instance, "until you
have conciliated necessi tariunisro ••• with the practice of willin~ strong-
l'J". Vi. Cross, op, cit., III, 35_-
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ly•••thel'e is nothing to hinder you from it--except, you will say,lr
the sbscence of a motive."
In other words, man is placed in the midst of a series of
accidental conditions which are devo:id of a directive intelligence,
but he has wishes of his own apart from this "necessity", and intel-
ligence eno\.'.ghto recognize when events run counter to these wishes.
He struggles against compulsion, and is often noblest when he knows
his struggle is sure to end in defeat. The triumph as sez-t ed is that
of the crushing, unintelligent mechunism of the universe. Such a doc-
trine in literature is not worth striving for even if the writer
finds the oppor·tunity to paint "a grand submission".
Posi tivism and Greek TiloUght
The requisite for George l!:liotwas a system that admitted of the COIn-
pulsion science had emphasized, but yet a system with breadth and sig-
nificance. The human soul accepts porsonal defeat if that defent rep-
resents triumph for a larger, more perfect order than that of human
life. Where could George Eliot find a system embodying these dra-
matic clashes and yet not abstract in its "other'Norldliness", but with
a refel'ence entirely human? li'orshe was interested in the drama of man,
not of God.
The answer to this need came to her in Greek tragcdy , She had
read the tragedies of Sophocles and Aeschylus as a girl in her study
of Greek, and reread thorn many times later in life. One of the last
notes in her journal, made only a few days before her death speaks of
I?,
Ibid., p. 216
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the anticipation with which she and her husband, 1.11".Cross looked
fo1"v18roto rending the dramas together.
The Greek dramas answered he!' ret']_uirernents because t.hoy pr'e-.
s errted thr3 dr:lrna of human beings caught in the meshes of a deter-
ministic sequence such as had always hold an intellectual attraction
for George ~liot. But the nature of this de t erm.ln l sm is rational
and moral instead of physical and particular. Here Viehave the un-
checked sequence as an emanation from an ideal world. T'ne pattern
it imposes on hUman conduct is an intelligent pattern, and, accord-
ing to the Greek concept, a divine pattern. Everywhere the ideas mani-
fest in this system are universal, and meaningful in the ultimate 01"-
del" of things. '.rhey transcend the world of action entiroly, and man
det'eatied in his own aims by the Gl'eek NemeGis contributes by his per-
sonal failure to the great x'ational order of things in which the Good
vindicates itself. such a defeat is nobler than triumph and satis-
fies the soul. It gives eternal lueaning to human experience.
rrhe system is broad and balanced. It wo rks through the medi-
um of human acts. It is sane and real--cannot be accused of tlother-
worldliness" and vague abstraction. It works on tlle assumption that
[;h8 corporeal world functions in a sequence representing reali:3tical-
1 th .d 1 1 t' "01' ,<' perl'entl'.f rational world illhieh transcondsy ~ e 1 au re a-lons ~ -
and motivali8S our OVIIl. j~caus,; o:.c'-'cUO I)crfeet pLl~·tiern for which rlU-
l-'o-r' Lt s motivation, all 1,'Jl'on:.',-doingmust be aven~~ed,IIlaIlconduct depends - ~
all evil punished. '.L'hispunishl!lcent is attained through an indomit-
able pattern of human events l'uled over by the gods and ultimately by
a metaphysical neeessi ty. \Ii thin .thiR nHnB8sitv h11J~_'m action is free,
but that action no matter what its course will luanifest i tsclf as a
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working out of the divine plan.
But sometimes, unmolested, h:WIlLUl freedoD would run counter to the
undver-saL plan. Man is often recalcitrant and must be plagued into sub-
mission. ~'l.ccordingly, the Greek tragedies often present a group of fu-
ries, often members of the chorus, whose function it is to be the direct
agents of moral law and to bring about retribution •
.As in the case of Aeschylus's Orestea, Clytemnestra's crime of mur-
dering her husband was avenged by her son. Orestes, whomurdered her.
But this was in itself a crime, so furies, or earth-spirits representing
the murdered mother plague Orestes unt i l. ho is forced to appeal to Pallas
Athena. '-'he hears his triAl and cnsts tlu:l deciding vote to aoqui t him.
'Then she transforms the furies into spirits of good-will who guard her
holy temple. rrhis is an tnst ance of the fine Greek sense of moderation.
Hetribution and suffering are not allowed to run to extremes. A spirit
of t.oLer-ance , rationality and balance checks such a tendency.
'rhe strong moral-rational tone of Greek thought appealed to George
.c:;liot. Compulsion initiated by moral law could be interpreted as part
of the world of nature. The pattern of literary action could be de-
ri ved from -elle G-reek concept, but the expz-es sd on of that could be
clothed in "]jIleparticulars of scientii'ic knowledge.
George .Dliot' s li teral"J })ililosophy is u blend of tll'Jse two
Philoso)hical systems. bhe combines them in varying proportions, Dnd
unifies them in the mediumof characters and setting made known to her
18In accepting tllisproposition, George 3liot had come a long
way, logically, from the oont entdon that there was no such thing as cre-
at Lve design.
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during her girlhood. 'Vie notice that the early novels are strongly
dependent ux.n Greek til0ught and that later works while still concerned
with Greek themes become more clearly propaganda pieces for Positiv-
ism. But insofar as her work achieved literary excellence, her char-
acters and plots are vitalized by the broad, universal view of Greek
thought.
ClLIPT.LHII
DETERMINISM D'J Gj';';OHGEELIOT'S PLOTS
General Nature
We have seen that the chief philosophical doctrine of George
Eliot is determinism, and that in her works it is a combination of
scientific mechanism and Greek idealism. rIehave noted that if 'we
trace the two views to their l!1etaphysicalbaaes we find them incom-
patible, and if V18 take 'the scientific :philosophy seriously, con-
tradictory. But we must remember that George i~liot's philosophy
was not meant to be a system; it is merely the foundation for a lit-
erary interpretation of life, and as such is no more contradictory
than certain principles apparent in life itself seem to be.
'_rheblend of t\'10philosophies so diffex'ent in their concepts,
will make the problem complex. Therefore, the plots are grouped ac-
cording to their elements. '_rhisis an artificial procedure; the groups
overlap, and except for distinctness and emphasis it has no value.
Scientific Determinism and Greek 'rhemes
VIe find only a hint of Greek thought in the poe-esque short-
story, 'rheLifted ~; its main view of determinism is scientific.
The chief character is Latimer, who at the opening of the story, told
in retrospect, awaits death of heart diseClse. His entire life has
been preordained by some unexplained power (which we feel to be unin-
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telligent), and he has foreknowledge of what lies ahead of him. He
experiences abnormal periods during which he lapses into a somi-con-
scious state when the futuro becomes clear to him in the form of re-
markably detailed tableaux. 'rhrough this type of premonition he has
acquired at various periods, forelmowledge of a trip to praGue, of a
meeting with his brother's fiancee, Bertha Grant, of marriage and un-
happy domestic life 'lidth her, of her attempt and failure to murder
him, and finally of his own death complete in detail even to the date•
.J;achevent takes place exactly as he foresaw. 'fhere is no struggle
on Latimer's part, only a passive dread.
If there is a moral issue in the story, it concerns his wi f'e,
Bertha, who shields her plot to murder him. She had thought her maid,
.IUciler,.1'lithw om she had quarreled would die before exposing her.
But it was Bertha's destiny to be found out. T'neagent of this des-
tiny, Dr'. Charles lJIeunier,a friend of Latimer, visiting in the house.'
at thecime of Archer's illness. 'rheworking of destiny is through
the manipulation of science: By performing a delicate and rare op-
eration on the dying woman, he is able to revive her until she can
make a full accusation of her mistress. Bertha's punisrunent, entire-
ly too light for our satisfaction is estrangement from the husband
she hates.
Bertha's part in the story may be taken as a working of the
Greek law of Nemesis, but if so it wastes its effectiveness on trivi-
al rnaterial • 'fhen too, the plot lacks unity. Until the end, we are
led to believe Latimer's mental power is the the chief concern of the
plot, but Latimer's own story lacks point. It is entirely passive.
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AS George .J.;1iotherself explained, the purpose of The Lifted
Veil was to indicate that the possession of unusual supernatural tal-
ents does not make for happfnaas , rrhe theme, though permissible, is
poorly illustrated in Latimer who is presented as mentally deranged
rather than endowed.
As the story stands it is almost entirely a product of sci-
entific philosophy. First of all the subject of psychological ab-
norrnality as a theme for literature be.Longs to the scientific move-
ment of thought. The determinism, very strongly felt, concerns no
rational principle behind a rather mechanical flow of events. The
extreme depression of the story defeats Bertha's story if it is meant
to illustrate moral law. Here man becomes Spencer's mere aggregate
of matter, joupced· and scraped and battered by contending forces and
devoid of intelligence to resist or to resent the unstemmed flow of
events. If Latimer's mental ability was unusua l, it was also unwho.Le-
some, only emphasizing the dark, unalleviated face of fatalism.
\' " .In ~tr.GilfU' s LDve story, (scenes of Clerical ~), the ad-
vance is in the direction of better organization, greater aclmowledg-
ment of spiritual forces in life, and not at all incidentally, better
literature.
Here the title character stands outside the main current of
ac+ton illh10h concerns catC3rina sarti, a beautiful Italian girl reared
as an orphan in England. she is pasatona tul.y in love wl"th 11 w(311-
born young fop, Captain 1iyorow who swears his devot Lon until he be-
t.~inscourting ~,lissAssher whom his uncle wishes him to murry. 'I,-hen
the engagement is announced, Miss Assher and her mother come to visit
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at the manor, and Caterina, torn by jealousy behaves very lmclly.
This is the inevitable chain of events for the passionate nature
fed on the m;pe of a love to be fulfilled. Captain Hybrowmerf ts
all tho discomfort of his position, t:lou!3h his shallow nature is in-
capable of real suffering. A rno:'al note is sounded in the sequence
of events when in his confusion and annoyance at bei.ng beset by two
jealous women, he dies of heart disoBse.
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Caterina's jealousy had r eacned a danger point. Concealing
a dagger in nor gmm she goes to meet iiybrow in .the garden, only to
find i1'.I11 already dead. Her subsequent illness was caused less by
grief than by remorse (as if she had done the deed.) Caterina' as well
as \iybrow is subject to the m.oral law of consequences though it is not
much ~rnphusized in either cas().
'fhe charaeter who holds our sympathy in the story is IAaynard
.."
Gilfil, the young preacher who loved Caterina silently and unselfish-
ly. .~fter the HybroVlaffair, she married him, but lived 1'01' only a
1'C1" months. Ti.H~,law of consequences is of B scientific nature as it
applies to Gilfil, and is express0d in scientivic imaGery. lIis ec-
centrici ties and brus-queries in old age are expLad.ned as the effect
of his early sufferini~s in Caterina's pain and deat.h , just at the knots
and lum,!)son an old tree are its adjustment to a prUning of the vigor-
ous young shoots. 'I'hf.s analogy sumnarizes liIr. Gilfil' s .rtory whtch
acts as a fl'amoworl( to the fatalistic tale of Satorina •
.8ither philosophy is r,:wealed in "AmosBarton" (scenes of Cleric-
al Life), according to the interpretution we '~ivo the char-
19Incidentally, Georgo ~liot's ma18 characters are weak.
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actor of Reverend Barton. AUloS is a poor clergyman whose stipend
simply will not reach far enough to support his wife and seven child-
ren. Milly Barton, the ideal wife and mother is martyred by the count-
less services she perfonns for her family. All the rigors of house-
hold economy fall upon her willihg shoulders. Amos adds to her hard-
ship unintentionally b-:{his personal inadequacy, his !!q_uintessential
mediocrity". This is an organic limitation in him, the sort of limit-
ation the scientific philosophy emphasizes. He is so concerned with
the problBm of eternal damnation; (which according to George Eliot,
may be only legendary) that he can not appreciate the mortal goodness
of his wife. He adds to Milly's burdens by in"iting a countess to
Iive with them in the hope that she may be able to "linhim prefer-
ment with the rector. poverty, ill health, neglect, and over-work
are too much for Milly. She dies bearing Amos another child. Then
Amo a feels the law of consequences. in the moment of his loss, he va.lues
Milly;adequately for the first time in his life. A new note of irony
is sounded in this story: Amos, like Oedipus, unwittingly sought his
own destruction.
The law of consequences in Amos Barton moycs toward a more
full expression of Greek thought , but is still shackled in its effec-
tiveness by our sense that 111111y'ssuffering was not Lnevttable, and
that her husband's wealmesses are not easent Lal,to all the human race.
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Social Union and Greek Themes
George Eliot's political novel, Felix Holt embodies the---..;.;.---'
Greek theme of Nemesis in two integrated lines of action,and treats
the social theme in a third, less closely related story. The latter
element concerns Felix Holt, an ideal radical struggling for an en-
ligh'~ened and unselfish society for the sake of which he rejects his
father's profession because he considered it unfair to society. He
tolerates his mother'S nagging--she is an inimitable character--and
suppresses his love for ':~sther Lyons in order to muintain the status
he feels just and right ~or him.
'Eha first Nemesis theme concerns I.1rS. Transoms, a proud and
handsome woman. In her youth she grew weary of her ineffectual nus-
band and her weak little son and encouraged the attentions of a fine
looking young la'wyer, Mr. jermyn. Their acquaintance grow into paaafon
and she became the mother of a son by him. 'I'ransome accepted the
child, Harold, as his own , and neither husband nor son suspected the
woman's secret relations. 'fran some did not even become suspicious
when she contrived to have the raanagemen t 01' the estate,l)ut cntire-
ly in~6 jermyn's hands. AS the latter's influence grew, his passion
waned. ;l~~f()!'e long he married and had a logi timatc family of his own,
"-Ihich he supported at least partly through his interest in the rr.ran-
some affairs.
r,'):'s. 'I'ransome meanwhile was begLnn Lng to t::tste the first bi t-
terneus of retribution. Her husband, a weak, abstracted man became
a haunting presence rather than a companion. '11hoir son died, and Har-
old left home at an early age to seek his fortune in the colonies.
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Th'l8 left HI'
J s, rrransome \~holly at the mercy of Je:rmynwho appropri-
ated tl1e 'l'ransOmf)
income as he wished and held a continual threat of
l'evela"' .G10n. and shalUe over the powerless woman's head.
'1'hls fate was bitter enough, but she was to know even greater
pain growin .g ~ronically out of her chief hope.
Harold, married to a beautifUl Greek slave whO bore him a
son and
then died, was to return to 'rransome court bringing hiS child
with h'am,
Mrs. rrrans
ome
believed at last there would be a;ffection
for her.
despot ,
But Harold's child "as a _11 edition of the cruel, black
and Harold himself was cold and self-willed.
He occasioned hiS mother great misgi~ngs first by depart-
ing from frunily
tradition in politicS where be failed in a bid for pub-
lic 01'1'1
ee , and then by trying to wrest control of the estate from
the hands of Jermyn.
The final panrys of retribution camo to the lonely old woman
._ D Angry and determined to
When h e1' ~o f do n . orced Jermyn to a "shoW- own".
rUin '
wner. he could not rule, ,a_n revealed publiclY to Harold that
he was' nis father.
'£0 a less pronounced degree than hiS mother, Harold waS sub-
ject to
the universal morel Law- ilis was an unloving nature. HiS
Sale i
nterest waS to "get along" in the world, and he waS unscrupu-
lous in his efforts. Hisaniroosity toward ,e~~ was richly repaid
by the mant s revelation. lipre thall thiS. ge never had anY par,i
cu
-
lar . . h ',nt"rest in Nsth
er
LYons until he learned she was a r,g ttul heir
to hall' his t tes a e.
trous. He determined to make friendlY overtures so that the settl
e
-
In thO face of all hiS efforts, thiS was disaS-
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Illont might be made somewhat in his favor. To his surprise, he found
the gil'l quite agreeable, and so determined to marry her, thus uni t-
ing the two shares in the estate. r11heseselfish motives met their
just measure of punishment 'whenEsther rejected him, surrendering her
share in the es t'at e , for he realized then that she was the only woman
he had ever really loved.
Vie find a recurrence of the Nemesis theme coupled with a fuller
revelation of the social brotherhood idea in one of Geor{~e=~liot' s
best known novels, Middlemarch. The two themes remain dual in their
force for they concern separate threads of plot.
'I'he scientific philosophy gives a pedestrian tone to the main
theme, the struggle of fine-minded individuals against the defeat of
environmental circumstances. There is a parallel development of two
characters, both activated by ideal aims, both struggling against
the shackles of an unsympathetic woz-Ld, The story exemplifies the
contest of human ideals against a narrow' culture.
Dorothea Brooke, with only a modf.cumof education, aspires to
do soma \,\o'ole work in the world, some significant act which will rep-
resent her yearnings after the Good and the rrrue. She has a fine mind,
but no particular capability, no specific channel for her geniUS, UIl-
less it be her senerous and sympathetic nature. She is a resident of
Middlemarch, a small English town which is activated by a superficial
and often viscious ambition. Dorothea has visions of social improve-
ment, humanitarian reforms. She wishes to build better cottages for
the tenants in outlying farms, to found a charity ward in the hospit-
al and to enlighten people who are oppressed by ignorance. She is
checked on every hand by narrow conventi.ons, lack of influence and of
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sympathy.
At last her ideal motives find what she believes an adequate
channel in her marriage to a well-to-do scholar, already middle aGed,
a bachelor, Mr.'. casubon. Dorothea anticipates a life of affection and
understanding with him in which she will lighten the burden of scholnr-
ship with inspiration and devotion to him and his work.
Her VJorld of hopes and aspirations crumbles when, through his
repeated abuse she learns that he is no more than a selfish, egotis-
tical pedant 'whose Key to All Mythologies has no more ideal or prnctical
value than the dust of rotting old books. His final abuse before he
dies is to will her all his money on condition that she does not marry
his nephew young Ladislaw who loves l?-er. This comes to Dorothea as a
tremendous revelation of Casubon's jealousy, mistrust and pettiness,
and to those who love her and believe in her', as a stinging insinua-
tion.
Dorothea is above being resentful, but she is utterly lost.
Her life is desolate until she finds a new channel for her goodness
in serving her fellow men. 'rhis links her with another line of action.
At the time of Dorothea's marriage a new doctor had corneto
Middlemarch, the young and handsome Tertius Lydgate. He too had ideals
as grand as those of Dorothea. He intended to be more than a small-
tovm-practitioner shaped by the routine of gout and gossip, typhoid
and tonsilitis. His ambition is to carryon advanced medical re-
search in his spare time and so to fight in the brave crusade aGainst
pain and disease. BUt, like Dorothea, Lydgate makes the wrong marri-
age. He falls into the charming snare of Roaamond Viney's smiles and
...
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small talk , dreams' his way through a rosebud romrIDce,and awalcens
to find himself dominated by a selfish, ignorant woman in no sense
prepared to sympathise with his highest aims. She forces him to make
unnecessary_ expenditures to feed her vanity, driving him with tears
and
accusations farther and farther into debt and despair. At last,
-when h· '
C La about to lose their furniture throUffl foreclosure, he lays
his case before Hosamond' s uncle, 1111'. Bulstrode who gives him the
money ta discharge the debt. But ]lUlstrod
e a_st iIJlllledi
at
ely be-
comes involved in the death of a man vmomhe had hired I.ydg
ate
to at-
tend
, und public opinion, always ready to gossiP, interprets the loan
as a br'bL e. I.ydgate faces ruin. A doctor is worth no more than his
reputntation.
At this crisiS, ao
s
_nd forsakes him and it seems as if thero
is no hope for him. 3ut Dorothea is prepared through her 0= himili-
ation t 'a understand hiS trouble. She affirms her belief in him,
giVe" .." narn the money to repay Bulstrode and turns thO tide of opin-
ion in hl'S d
favor. Jle resumes hiS lire with HosBln
on
with new eour-
age, but never achieves the greata:lmS he had set for himself.
In return for her kindnesS Ho.SaIllonde;<plains to Dorothea
not been carrYing on a flirtation with her as nero-
still desiring a close "nd satisfying tie with "omethat Ladislaw has
thea had thought.
h_
n
being, Dor
otMa
consents to marry r_,adisl
aw
whOmshe loveS end to
sUrre dn er casubon'S fortune.
In this theme intended to exemplify the com
ust
iJaa of human
fellowship in the social organism, we fl.I1d distinctly the influence of
Greek drama. Dorothea and ~gate both represent after a fashion, the
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noble character of the
Greek prometheus struggling to enlighten man-
kind . There is, however this difference: The struggle of prometh-
cus in Il1.vthand drama was idealized by the process of rational treat-
ment unt'l .l. nis action comes to have pure and universal significance.
LYdgate cand Dorothea, un the other hand are products of ·scientific
thoUght '" an that they are bound by shackles of particularity to the
world of actual
of the ideal.
events, and they lacle the clear, glorified coloring
represent the defeat o'fan ideal it is true; Wdgate in never being
.,'
[rhey are drab with the haze' of every day life.
able to accomplish greatneSS, Dorothea in satisfying herself with a
lnediocre life 'with LadiSlaw who is weak and unsatisfying. But pri-
lllarilythey represent real life.
The r.rdgate-BUlstrode affair linkS to the two main plots just
Outlined, a third and minor plOt told in retrospect and representing
BUlst rod e' s destiny. The old idea of Nem
esisiS used. AS a young
lIJan Bulstrode had been associated in a not_too-respectable p"m shop
bus' flneBS with a man by the nallle of Raffles. The ",,,,er 0 the busineBs,
a well-to-do widOW,was alienated from her daughter whOhad made a
luisall't.arice ,
She SO\JJl
ht
thiS daughter with the intention of mend-
Bulstrode had infoI'mg,tionof the woman's
"hereabouts, but he witheld it, leading tile mother to belie~e her child
Was dead. Ail a result, she married Bulstrode, soon died and willed
him all her money. 'Iith thiS he ramo~ed to MJ.ddl
emarch
, ,..rdad into
the Vlncy family and estabJ.ished a household.
d leg,rn~ that Ladisl
aw is
In the coUl'se of the story Bulstro e . ;;I.
a son of the lost daughter, now deed. At the sOIlletilhe Raffles r'e-
ing t' ,,nOlI'misunderstanding.
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entp.rs tlJ 18 sto ....y. H . d:
..L' e 18 noWa lssolute and vmsted man ready to
stoop ," ro blaclanail for a maintenance. 1000wing the facts of BuIst rode , s
'!)8.st '~ ne threatens to expo~e h1·l'11.BuIst d h d . d f
~ ro e a grune a measure 0
hapD'_,lness and respect which he can not bear to 10S6 SO he complies
to R'afflest
repeated demands. Ra£flespuShes the matter until the 8it-
InUatio bn ecomes ~uite intolerable.
giVi ng Bulstrode no relief from the remorse the guilty man feels.
order t
o make amends, and to reduce Haffles' power, Bulstrode calls
Lad'
'slaw to him and oi'fars him ""ney. BUt r,adislaW understands the roo-
Eo becomes somewhat of a Greek fury
t·1Ve and
rejecte the offer just as he had rejeded a ""intenan
ce
from
Casubon when he fell in love with Dorothea.
Just when it appears that there is no easiIli! the 8i tuation,
Rat'fles
falls ill of drink and dissipation. nulstrode welcomes the
the thought of the man' s death in spite of himself, but he feelS
bound
to call for the services of Lydgate. The temptation becomes
too
gre. t, however, and he deli bera t ely di sobeys wdg
a
to' s orders.
Raffl os dies.
But the d_g
e
is done. He had already spreed bne story of
Bulstrode's past. The man is doublY ruined. caught in a chain of in-
eVitable circumstances, punisned ror his p.st wrongs by ruin into which
he draris h" ',' 116 16 wi t'e and Lydgate as we .
The ration
u1
concepts of Greek thOught operate in this novel
in Spite of George ll1iO
t
•s attempt to e~plain the action in the term-
inOlogy of positivism. spea<ing of Dorothea she states her
theroe
:
"certainly thOSe determining facts of her life were not
ideally beautiful.
the
miJCedresult of young and' noble iiiJ.-
They were
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pulse struggling under prosaic conditions ••• TIhile this is in the
social air in which mortals begin to breathe there will be collisions
such as those in Dorothea's life where great feelings will take the
aspect of error, and great faith the aspect of illusion. For there is
no creature whose inward being is so strong that it is not greatly de-
terrnilled by what lies outside it. A new Theresa will hardly have une
opportuni ty of reforming a conventional life any more tho.n a new "\,n-
tigone will spend her heroic piety in daring all for the sake of her
brother's burial; the medium in which their ardent deeds took shape
is forever gone. But VIeinsignificant people with our daily words
and acts are preparing tne lives of manyDorothaas some of which may
present a far sadder sacrifice than that of the Dorotilea whoae story
we know.
"Her finely touched spirit had still its fine issues) thour;h
they vrer'e not widely visible. Her full nature, like that of which
Alexe:.nder broke the str.ength spent itself in channels which had no
great name on earth. But the effect of her being on those around
her was incalculably diffusi ve ; for the growing good of the '."orld
is partly dependent on unhistoric acts; and that things are not so
ill 'INi th you and me as they might have been, is half owing to t.he
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number who lived faithfully a hidden life and rest in unvisited tombs.
It is then, the social implicQtions of Dorothea's story that
interest her croator.
Perhaps the most artistic union of the "social religion"
wi th Greek thought is made in her little masterpiece, Silas 11larner.
The Greek concept affects Godfrey Cass, the father of i~ppio. His
20 George }j;liot, Middlemalech, p.338
4 e, 57_--' - w===z
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first wrong-doing was neglect of nf s wii's, a di shoncrred and weak wo-
man. l>'S a reauLt she intended to plague him ,,11 th her presence at a
party among his friends. If she had done so she 'tlOuldhave rei:3embled
the Greek furies who plague the errant one to a recognition of his
crime. But she fell in the snow, drugged with laudanum and froze to
death.
Cass then had the chof oe of recognizing lrls baby du.ughter,
}~ppie, but he could not bear the disgrace of his t1l'c"lrriageill the face
of eminently reGpectable Nnncy Larometorwhomhe loved. Again he chose
the easy wrong.
Yoars later when the secret became knownto his wife who of-
:fered to accept "';;p:;Jie,the L.8xoruble consequences ot hi s wrong-doing
bore in upon him: Eppie refused to leave Silas Marner who hlid loved
and sheltered her during the years when her birtb-right was denied.
The bitterness of t~is retribution, (a bitterness not intended on
Eppi<3's part) was mude the more intolerable by the fact that Cass'
marriage to VIiss Larmneter had been barren.
Positivism in Silas Uarner cones in the expression of tho glo-
rified social morality that was the Comtist religion. \[ordsworth
had studied nature and had come to love his fellow-man, and conceived
)
the emotion much more deeply than comte could; but George J:;liot was
interested in the doctrine from tile intellectual as well as tho aes-
thetic point of view.
By an act of unfaithfulness on the part of a friend, and of
the womanhe loved, Silas was so deeply hurt that he closed his heart
against all human contacts, moved into a land where he was a stranger
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to all, and occupied his mind with the solitary routine 01' weuving
linen. Seeking some sort of emotional alleviation, he began to hoard
gold coins hopIng they would fill tor him the terrible vacancy in his
heart. Despair became almost unbearub.l,e when his gold was stolen by
Cass' younger brother. It had b;3en the only vitalizing element in his
lite. Long ago he had forgotten the sunshf.ne of social contacts. His
nature had become dwarfed. On this subject Comte wouLd say that we are
organs in soc i ety and that when we deny ours elves commundty wi th others
we become as the atrophied Lfmb , dwarf'ed by disuse.
With beautiful symbolism Geor!;e }:;liot tells how the near-
Sighted weaver, seeing 1;ppie's yellow curls in the tiro-light believed
them to be his gold r-etnrrned , But she tilled a gl'cmter place in his
lite. 1'hrough his love and service to her she led him back into the
circle of warm human hearts whore he discovered again that his heart
beat as theirs. The parallel and balance of this sequence of events is
beautiful: By his own neglect, Cass gave to silas a richer gift than
his brotnez- had stolen form him, and then realizing the preciousness of
the gift, he learned too late that by giving, Silas had taken it as his
own by bonds too strong to be broken.
T4e story of Romola is roost elaborately treated in terms of
the Nemesis theme but the idea of social brotherhood is also incor-,
porated into the plot thou~h less artistically than in Silas Marner.
The entire :plot moves on the 8.ctivation of two contrasted characters
both Classical in conception. Romola Bardi, the beautiful }!'lorentine
pagan who turns christian under the inspiration of her teacher, Savon-
arolo., represents the ideal stoic temperament.3elf-denial was her
daily fare. Her entire life was dedicated to moral virtue whose cri-
I~
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terion was the reason. She is contrasted in the book with Tito Mel-
emu, a young Greek whomshe marries. He is a delightful, handsome
yuung man, too devoted to pleasure ever intentionally to cause pain
to anycn o, He represents in the early part of the book an agreeable
type 01' the jJ!picurean character, but he is weak, The entire plot
concerns his moral degeneration and its efc.'ecton the other lives.
\"lith the contrast of these two characters inplying dramatic
clashes by their very natures, George llliot weaves the ~wselltials of
plot on the pattern of GrElek drama. r.rbeaction concerns primarily
Tlto's moral W8J.kness as the varioUs incidents illustrated them, and
the conseo..uerrt suffering that is inflicted on him and those near to him.
He begins by abandoning .:h18 adci1tive father old Baldassarre in
the hands of pirates vrno intend to sell him into slavery. Tito's es-
cape and subsequent flirsht to ]'10r8nc8 with several va'luaul.e rings
and other belongings of Baldassarre en:~~)lehim to begin his life anew.
'l'here' are manyopportuni ties in Florence for a young man of his intel-
lectual attainnent-":he a r emarkabLe schoLar , taught by his f~'ther, a
man of grave and fine intellectual powsr, .;:.lso 'rita has an. irresist-
ible grace of per-son whLch makes his knowledge all the more agreeable.
~Jhenhe a ttai:ls a poal tion stuc.ying with old Bardo Ba:i.'di,the
blind scholar, his immediate needs are beautifully fulfilled. The old
man needs him for his own son, Dino, has deserted his non-christian
.1
family to join the priestilOod, a blow from which Bardo never r'ecovered ,
Ti to can fill tile place of tilis son all the beUor because he illllIledi-
!itely falls in love with Barcio's beautiful daugrrt er , Homola, and s11\3
wi"Gnhun, ]'01' a pleasure seeking nature such as rrito's, prospects
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like these could not be renounced for the uncertain commission of duty.
He would not permit himself to think of Baldassm're's safety.
This great breach of moral lnw entailed its OWll formidable
Nemesis which besan to haunt r1.'ito almost immediately. It come in the
form of a note borne to him by Fra LUcu, a priest. The message was
from Buld'J.8surre telling that he had been sold i:J.to slavery but could
be ransomed. Supplied ~vith quite difini te infor:natioll as to Baldas-
sarre's whereabouts, '1'ito still refuses to act. 'I'he scent v11 th Fra
Luca is remarkably pOl'lerful in the sense of forebodinG it arouses in
Ti to's mind. .:\.fter that, he was never comnLef elY' at ease. 'rhe remain-
der of the sto:r~! concerns ';11e vur:;.ous incidents that 'mild up in Ti-
to's conscience a sense of fea:'.', of dread, of shame that finally over-
master him.
'I'he day after Ti to declares his love to [tomola the "shadow of
Nemesis" falls aguLa , Dina, or ]'ra Luca a.: he is called, had left
1!'lorence after his meetiag with 'rito but from Hello, the barber, 'ri-
ta learns the priest has returned. 'fhis excLtes in Tito a dread for
he has learned that the same ]'ra Luca is Romola's brother. It is a
bad moment for him when he learns thut -ellepriest is dying and that
Romola is going to see him despite her father's prohibition. It seems
that Dina has a dying message for his sister. '1:ito's meeting Vii th her
on her 'limyto the DUOTIlOmarks another thrust of the inescapable Neme-
sis. Tito's guilty imagination cun present to llL!1 the idea of no
message except the one which 'will ruin hira, Hemight have eased the
pressure by telling her the wnoLe truc;h--Ti to was not blunt where moral
values vre r e concerned; he realized this wou.Ldhave been rirrht--but the
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rillk vnlB too;ri~at. He was not master of himself (a f'a1!liliu:c iuc,a
in "-']01';",:3 _~ljo'~, mel one nevor more effectively used +han here.) It
~\IUSsl3veral hours bofore '1:'ito' s anr-ut ah was stilled by knowl.edge that
Dino's messag e had not concerned him.
But that an unhappy fate lay in store, Dino knew for he re-
vealed to llomola a vision he had had in whi ch she walked with hor fa-
ther and another man through a grave-yard of manusGripts into an un-
compromf.e Ing Ly black dOOI.1.
'rito's advance in public life is phenomenal because his du-
plici ty enables him to pLay each political p1U·ty against its rival
for his own benefit. j ..fe\1[morrths after his ma.rriage to Homola he is
already a prominent citizen. He is staIldin~ with a Group of men on the
steps of the DUOlllOdiscussing the recent French seizure of ]Plorence
when a group of prisoners are led through the streets, one of V!!lomis
Baldassarre. Due to a new change in l)arty policy these prisoners are
released amid uproar of di8sent among the populace. Baldassarre,
knowi.ng ho will be saf'e '!ithin the Duomorushes up the stone steps,
stum.bles and pre7ents a fall by clutching the figure of 'I'Lto. '1:ito's
quick look of alarm occasions inquiry as to the) prisoner's identity.
Ti to answers, "Some madmansurely~" and i'lith these words is uttorly
lost. Baldassarre disappears into the Duomoin an instant, but the
work is done: the love of father for son is replaced by the indelible
imprint of hate. It is clear to him now that 'ato's failure 1;ovv.ll'd
him is intentional.
'i'his meotinG was not mere coLnci.dence , It was' theirresist-
LhLe power of moral Law working the destruction ofelle wrong-doer.
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It is thoroughly Graele.
It was still not too late for a truthful word to turn tile tide,
but ~~ito lacked the moral couraGe to apeak it. The reader is exei ted
continually b:r incidents that approach full revelation, but fall short.
It is 3.8 if the tide waters of destruction are rising ap;'>inst a Levee
whose faltering strength barely holds them back.
'i'he tides strike a wouleplace in the wall of deception when, a
lew days l',ter :':{omola,visiting a friend, the a:rtist, Pi oro , flOGS a
portrai t of '.rita's handsome face crossed by the most gr'ipping, unutter-
able fear. piero explains that he had noted the expression on 'T'ito's
face a few days ago as he stood on the steps of the 1)U01110, and had thought
it very pov,orful because of the contrast of rrito's almost womanlybeauty
with "the ugly savagery of feuI'. lIe must find DJl object of that fear in
order to complete the picture.
r1'hecertainty 01' r1'ito's destruction is :'uI'ther symbolized when
a t'ew days later, piero l.~eets Baldas:3arre wandering about 'clio st r eet s ,
demented by his hatred. His vengeance is his only cLear thou[~ht. He
is v.;illing to work slavishly for weeks for tile price of a dagger.
Piero, struck by the evil threat that lay in t11'3monomaniac's count>
. enanc e , thou'~ht immediatoly of '1'ito. ',Jith Baldas:mrre as an inspir-
ation, the artist finished his portrait.
But '1'ito's unfaithfulness to B':l.ldassarJ'ewas not his only
vrrong, Homola's father, B~lrdohad died satisfied in the assurance
that his vory valuable 1>1brary, containing his ownVlritings wouLd be
made public to the citizens of .l"lol'cnce. Jut :mml'lngher vary strong
wishes to abide by her father's request, ',~'ito :l,t3vertheless sells the
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librClry and it is moved to France. The scene where he reveals this to
ROI:101a is a masterpiece in character drawing showing the contrast be-
'twuen .r,;picureU11and stoic temperament. The consequence of this in-
considerm;;e act was his entire loss of Homola's z-eapec t and confidence.
As has' been pointed out the Nemesis of Gr'l:l()l~ drama often act-s
through bhe agency of an avenging fury. ,AS .Baldassarre's knowledge
of 'ri to's success in IPlorence grows he resents more deeply ~['ito's utter
denLaL of the father who had sacrificed for him since babyhood, "l'he
thought of re'Venge becomes sweeter ,and moredorninating. He becomes in-
deed as a Greek fury staring accusingly at the wrong doer, nuz-sui.ng
hm vr:i.thO'.1t:rest, L~iving him no hope of peace or salvation.
Daldassurre becomes acquainted quite by accident with Tessa,
THo's mistress and be mocner of his two chf Ld.r en , .-.:;h8 takes pity
on the old. man because he is feeble U11dapparently of unsound mind.
One ni!~ht when 'fi to comes to visit ho:L'she tells him about the old
man sleeping in the woodshed. 'rita's Cuilty conscience tells him Cit
once who the man must be. deveral weeks ago £18 had taken ]Jl'ecautions
again,st a later meeting with Baldassar:ce. He had bought a mail shirt
of iron chains, but this protoction for tho body is only a "garment of
fear" making a coward of the soul wHhin. So protected, Tito deter-
mines to f'ac e Baldass9r:,:,r~ nlld to try to make amends. ,As SOOll as he
enters the woodshed, the old man, brooding in the moonlight, throws
his weapon and shattel's it helplessly a;",uinst the coat of M4il. Ti to
flees convinced more than ever of the deaperat enesa of his situation.
He attends Cinimportant political banquet some weeks later at
the Hucellai Gardens. Baldassarre gains admittnnce and denounces Tito
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before his colleagues. Tito's defense is to try to convince the gather-
that the old man is insane; he finally has him imprisoned to pay lor
his intrusion.
,
But Baldassarre is more successful than he thinks. lU 0.5 rJU-
plici ty tnt tmat ed in one matter, it is suspected in anothor , He has
been playing "double" in politics for some time; nowhe is coming to
be suspected by both parties.
A crisis occurs in l!'lorentine public life which culminates in
a riot. 'I'L to is mobbed by a band of true Greek rur+os , and is borne
along the streets by tile murderous crowd. In order to save himself,
he jumps into the Hiver Arno and buttles with the tide for several
miles. ;'ihen he finally gains the bank in safety he is more nearly
d3ad than alive.
It is not cotnc Idence, but tho final outcome of moral Law
t_lat the crazed Baldassarre should find him there, weak and resist-
1<3S8. 7engeanc~; is his. He clasps his hands about his son's throat
and gives his triumph all his strength. Tito and Ba.Ldasaar-reboth
die locked in an embrace of hatred. The plot of Nemesis ends here.
The positive element in Homola deals with its ethical theory,
but is founded for purposes of this nov-alan the Classical concopt of
stoical character.
Romol'i, a pagan seeks to rebuild her rno ra L life when the bro-
ther she loves turns m'Jay from her and dies, and when the father she
has loved and honored also :nasses away. She tries to accept Tito's
life of pleasure, to live in an oxqui sHe worLd of sensuality. But
there is no satisfaction for her in this. Virtue, known oy reason
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must be her criterion.
When she a:r;;ues with Tito about the library, she realiZEls
this f'ict irrevocably. Life with him is unbearable. ~3hedetermines
to lea ve , but just outside Ii'lorence, she meets Savonarola who preaches
to her of the virtue in duty, even if' onerous and uninspired. She re-
turns silently to comply with her husband's wishes. Her inspiration
lies in the person of her great teacher. But later after ho permits
the execution of her uncle, she turns entirely to the Com-Gistideal
of social service for the pat t ern of her conduct. Her action is shaped
ac cordLng.LyWIlenSIW serves a plague-stricken Village, and returns to
:Florence to cure for 'fi to's mistress and her children.
Hom.olastood outside tha main current of action and watched
the law of Nemesis do its work of destruction. After this experience,
the ideal of human service revi talizod her life. The Com-tist r,eligion
:performs the same function for another George .i~liot character, but
after retri buti ve justice has worked in her ovm life.
gradation and regeneration of 0. chur-act er. 'I'he de&!,rad'ltion, caused oy
condi tions beyond her control is bound up vvith the cruelty and weakness
of her husband Hichard Dempst+:.r. 30th had contributed by their acts
to a mesh of ol rcurns tcnce s that threat ened to entrap them both. })omp-
ster is presented as a .aot headed young fellow who, as his mother says,
might have been a good man if he had iaarz-Led the right woman. 'rhe first
presentation of :aim is in the Hed Lion where he drinks with his neigh-
00rs. They are discussing rel~gious reform, and he speaks with rash in-
tolerance of the Evangelical preacher just come to Milby, Mr. Tryan.
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Janet enters into wrong-doing with him when they cooperate
to compose a play-bill to mock Tryan' s first Sunday sermon. lihen the
vicious prank is not well received in Jl1ilby, Dempster suffers the loss
of one of his best clients in his law practice.
Conditions at the Dempster house, a.Lr'eady bad, grow worse. :,ir.
Dempster increases his drinking. .Janet, discouraged and frightened
leaves off caring for her horne; grows shiftless and at last, to dull
her despair begins drinking excesuf ve.Iy too. Abuse piles upon abuse,
misunderstanding upon miStUlderstanding, ':'ot by means of outright in-
eidents, but by slAotle suggestions of discontent and resentment. One
evening when I!Ir. Lowmeand ;.11'. Budd come to dine, Janet oxoI tes Demp-
ster' smgr:3r by layinG out his dinner clothes when he dOGSnot intend
to dress. .He throws them in her face and she refuses to pick them up.
Half crazed with drink, he becomes 130 angry that when the dinner guests
have left he thrusts Janet out-of doors in her night dress.
bhe flees to a neighbor's horne and is ill for seve'raf days,
bodily as well as mentally. .so desperate is her situation that she
determines to seek the aid of the man she has wronged so greviously,
!l.rr. 'rryan. 'rhe very fact that his gentle understanding is her only
solace in thi s desperation comes U)OIl her as the moat cruel form of
retribution. 'l'he scientific type of determinism is also important in
the plot, for Janet's habit of drinkine; is based upon the fatalism of
organic nature. It is gi von gr(3at power in her confession to l/ir.'l'ryan:
11 I was ashamed and I hated wh.rt I did, but almost whfLe the thoursht
was passing through my mind that I would never do it aguin, I did it.
It seemed as if there was a demon in rae always rnakfng me rush to do
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What I 1onged not to do. .And I thougllt all the more that uod II,iS
c:ru("l i: . '~ or J.1' He had not f3<mt rue that dreadful trial, so much VlorS8
til(J.ll other lJ0ll18Il have t . r 'r f 11 t . .'c: _ a oaa , ... 3llOU (' no nave dono ~n:ong in that
v'laY ••• 1 sluo all always be doing v;ron,3 and h'lting myself after--sinking
1
?'t
OWI'r '"_ , and knowi.ng that I am sinIcing. II
':rile vt s l t of 'l'ryan is important for two :::'eaSons: it re'leals
JaIlet's sense of impending doom rooted not only in her acts but in
the 0 'rganic and moral weakness behind her aot s , And too, it serves as
a. l'e"'7 1 ',e )~tion .or one of the author'S ;;08i tivist themes, fellowship in
GUfferiu"g. By nharillg 'rryan' s own sorrows nnd those of the other
people around
her; J"anet becam.e a regenerated creature, loved and 1'8-
spc cted by all. In order to explaiIl this miracle of the numcn soul,
Geo:rge:':ll'ot- states:
"She tried to have hope and trust, though it was hard to be-
lieve the future would be anything else than the harvest of the seed
that was b i th i db'e ng sovm before her e:res• But always ere s see emg
~~ . 1Sllently and unseen, and everywhere there corne sweet f owors
We reap what VIe sow, but Hature has
shadow and bloSSOm.andWithout our foresight or labor.
10V'e over and above that justice, and gi vas us
f .~
:ruit that spring from nO planting of ours.
1f
,rhe seeds Del1lP
ster
sowed bore him a painful harvest. During
.Junet' s i ha 1 O'~ l'absence he had driven recklesslY in the carr age, ( ves:-
tU,rned and broken hi s legS.
on h1'S 1 f d 1 riwn tremens. Janetwns
Jed and died in the horrors 0 e e
crazed partlY by pain he tossed in agony
---------------------------------------.-------------------------------21 t- ce" .scenes of Clerical Life
(Boot George .;11ot. "Jonet•• Repen an • - - - - -
'" on: Hou(~hton l!liffliIl 00. 1907) II, 167
22Ibid.,Pp.67-68
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1'Jithh'1m at h~s death. '.L'hereader is left to consider the propc -
sition that if Demns t er'
fellor, i[ !!lan as
could have given himself over to loving his
, 23
Janet did, he would have saved himself.
rn·j •...nlS Positivist concept growing out of the organismic view of so-
Ciety ,, ~s pronounc"d '~ ~ll many George :Elliotnovels.
hor d 'r8..lnuti'c po em, il.rragarnt •
bOill g a great
J.t is the theme of
Armgarnt, who has her whole heart set on
Singer is so obsessed with her art that she can not con-
Sider· tl 1e love of tAle Graf who wishes to marry her. We can accept the
critics that her.singing is divine, her person lovely,
IOPinion or tv;
her manner
]'ute is cruel in l'(marding her arrogance by afflicting
thy of 0,
"Gl1e 0pera and concert stage again.
liar t .t ith
. se than anything, obscurity hurts her, but she aCcep S 1 W
good grace, rejects a second proposal of the Graf and retires with a
8.10s e or° riend to an humble existence teaching others to sing, to mea-
SUre Up to th' ;\0',_,a1' n the them
f3 of retribu-
. , e glory that has been her~l. .~t"'
tion th . 1 id, ough not strongly felt, is allied wi th the socia ea.
'J.'heth "1' t t"ll'" US from OJ.r heredity.
erne arises, so George ~ lO u 0 ,
One or the most impelling inheri tUllCes i. that of racial qualities.
It is the theme of her last novel J)ani~ )l!'rond!!,. in which thO title.______ _---
23 - -- .,rn that Latimer in 'rhe, 0t~
Yell ' Ihis fellow-feeling is the quality~h~S presented as lacking in place of hiS ~upernatural e
ift
of
.t' ecy.
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characte .r must perform his duty as a Jew, and is impelled by cir-
cumstances to such action before he knows that he is of that race.
He has never knovm his true parentage, but he feels sure Sir Hugo
Mallinger with whom he lives is not his uncle.
In the course of the story he falls in love with a beautiful
young Jswess whom he rescuos from suioide by drovming, but he does not
OOf . .ness his love because she has determined to marry no one but a Jew.
He occupies· himself in seeking her lost brother Ezra, whom he meets
as Mordecai.
Through this beautifully drawn figure he becomes inter-
sated in Hebrew language and history, and the Zionist movament. So
D .an1el welcomes the newS that his own parents are JewS of a promi-
neat family'.
HiS mother had let Mallinger rear him because she did
not 'vish to pass on the raoial tradition to her son which she hated.
ThO18 story intends to shoW hoW inescapable are the claims of heredi-
ty in shaping our duties--a positivist theme.
The Nemesis plot concerns Daniel only secondarily. li'ascinat-
ing, vain' Gwendolen Harleth excuseS her selfish desire for a wealthy
hUsband on the ground that her family needS financial aid. She breaks
innooent Harold Gasooigne's heart, and permits herself to be married
to Grandcourt for whom she feels onl1 a superficial tempermental
alliance.
She entered into the marriage wit),Grandcourt knowing that he
had had a disagre.able Past lite. He had seduced a WOS• Glasher who
had left her husband and had borne Gr811dcourt t_
e
children. He
sup tl d of their affair Hnd had no intention
ported her but had gro\m re
of' marry1ng her.
b
e hiS wife knOwin°;( Mrs. Glasher wasGwendolen eonrn .~
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desperate. For Mrs. Glasher had met her in secret and had sworn to get
venganc f .e or her marriage to him.
Gwendolen was trying to build her
happiness on another's desperation. The facts of the case are relieved
of their baldness b t d 1 fY a grea ea 0 rationalization on Gwendolan's
part. Sh e tells herself that she really loves Grandcourt, that her
family will benefit by the marriage, and that she will influence him
to be freer in his gifts to Mrs. Glasher and her little ones than he
would be if left a bachelor.
The first ominoUS mUD1lUX following the marriage occur. on the
first day in the Grandcourt home. Grandcourt hos requosted a set of
diam ond. of Mrs. Glashor which he had given to her years ago. He wishes
now to present them to GwendolOll as a wedding gift. Mrs. G].asherreturns
the j. m,els but in doing .oassum •• the role of a Greek furY, for she will
not pem1t Gwendolen to forget her own di.tr
e•• and thO wrong that aggra-
vate. it. Inside the jewel cMe 1. a noto cursinl!Gwendol
en
, proy1ng
She will d t i diknow neither happine•s nor peace with Gran CoUX , rem n ng
her that her own claim upon him .s more profound. G,~ndolen is
POisoned; retribution has begun. FrOm that time forward Grandcourt's
unreeling nature is more and more repulsive to her. She trie. to sub-
ject herself to hiS will, for her friend, Daniel Deronda, acting as the
temperate intelligenCe, tellS her she pUst boar her unhappin
e
•
S
with
Patience. The more she tries the more repulsiVe her alliance with Grand-
her happiness. Her dark eyeS full of jealoUSY fall upOn them as they
ride together through the fieldS.
In the shadOW of this batred the girl realized for the first
COurt becomes.
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time her own shallowness, and
diti ons about
finding so little happinosS in.the con-
her, longs desperatelY to do some act that will be sig-
nificant in 1;;lle final balance of things.
A. the situation bacOlne• ,"ore and more intolerab)'c with Grand-
court '
, sne seeks Deronda' s company, at first to axp).ain her acts, and
later t
o confess her desperation. Grandcourt, afraid thiS re).ati
on
is
deepeninr, . 24
• Lnot 10ve, determine s to take her awa1' '[MY go for a fi oh-
ing t,,·
. 'P in the HedH arran ean. Grandco urt he s us ad Gwendo).en's fear
and
resentment to tam
a
har until- she 1. little more than his s).a
ve
•
Tn tl .
..u. instanc e she rebels. She goes on a snort fishing jount with
hi ell ••__, Lrrt endd ng to murder 11i1o.w11il'J they are out.
Cut er-ma f t, .a 0 voJQrksmore 5v;iftlY than she can.
AS in the caSB of
rrhe f:1ainstay of the
Sf~il
swings aroWld, hitS Grandcourt on uie head, and throwS him
into t
'he OC8an. ']M good impulse ~n her mind, Gwendo).enseized a
rop
e , ready to throW it to hiro. AS hi s fac. appears above nne waves
her 1
o d hatred returns. She r"",enlbars nor desire to see hi!Udead and
Cannot thrO>l him t.ne rope. Again he disap,)sars, and again arises, and
tuere is stin thiS indecision. At last, when it appears too late,
sh. believes herself to be a murderesS and .thr
OVIs
hOr own body into
tile
sea. She is rescues; Grandcourt is not.
I
11
. t anc" for her',
n hi. will he haS left only" sma I,a,n en "
the remainder of the estate goes to urs, G).ashe'· and hiS children.
(l\'lendolen then trias to find her haPpineSS with Daniel Der
onda
,
but he re'T'''al'-. ' t h . s " Jew and haS set hiS heart on a Jew-
Q .;to t ..le t11a e 1 u.
ish brid.. RetributiOn is compl.te. The haughty womanis at last
2 ----------=A
J
, t . i t".t she must be removed from the only
~e rlbution deepens n ~.
mind in which she findS solace.
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broken in pride and forced to settle down to tlm modest existence
she has tri8d 1;0 excape. Her need at this time is the Comtist vir-
tue of living for 1jhe well-being of others. Perhaps she cultivates
it, for she comes to her new life with real earnestness, thanks to the
teaching of Daniel Deronda.
The Nemesis idea is the greatest force in shaping the plot of
this novel, Daniel's hereditary duty being of only secondary inter-
est. Her most complete use of the idea of duty conflicting with per-
sonal aims comes in her poetic r'omance, The Spanish Gypsy.
'I'he beaut Lf'u.LSpanish maiden, Eeda.Ima, reared in the homo
of a Spanish nobleman is in Love with his son Don Silva and he with
her. Don Silva wishes to hasten their marria:o;e because he feels
Fedalrll'i is in danger from the Inquisition.
On the wedding eve, FedaIrna is visited by an old GypS3T c11ief-
ton, Zarca, LateLy escaped from ~)rison. He interrupts her dr-eams
of the llap)in8SS she "Jill know as the Hife of ;3ilva by revealing to
her that she is his daughter and tilat the future of their race lies
in her hands. After grea.t inward struggle, she consents to go with
him and serve thd gypsies.
DOll Silva, unable to reconcile heinself to her decision 1'01-
lows her. 'wihen he sees he is unable to per-suade her to ignore her
duty, he determines to accompany her and to serVe her cause. In do-
ing so, ne plJI'mi;ts numsetr to forget that his heredity involves a
duty of his own so gr-eat' is his passion for the beautiful girl.
:aut just as a merciless choice has boon forced upon JTedal-
rna, so he too is forced to choose between love and duty. The Inqui-
\ '
I
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sitioll leader requests him to fulfill his duty to the Spanish govern-
rnent and to the Church by murdering Zarca. His character is as strong
as Fedalma's; he too is capable of making the difficult choice. He
murde r-s Zarca, and F'ede.Lma, dead to all hope of per-sonaL joy leads
her ,cople to aaf'e ty in Africa, thus con t r-LbutLng by her suffering, as
the Positivists VJould have it, to the more perfect development of the
state.
_-!.gainan individual is IrnpoLl.ed by destiny, but the moral
3trw-sgle, though great is clouded by a haze of discussion drawn from
the social sciences. .', doubtful theory usurps what should have be en
interest in the universal pattern.
l)urely Gr'eel,:: 'rherilos
~ Jede, her first lonG novel, is her purest expression of
}reek thought, and its structure is the most perfect of all her works.
'rhe entire noveL depends on the Greek concept of Nemesis.
Arthur J)onnithorne is the young heir to the estate; Hetty 80r-
rel is the niece of his model tenants, the poysers. 'I'he stor'y begins
7lhenDonni thorne and :,Irs. Poyser step into her dairy". rl'llere he catches
sight of Hetty as she stands among the crocks making butter. He is
'sreatly attracted by her for she is a creature of rare beauty. In order
to have some rrret ext 1'01' talking vJith her; Arthur asks her to dance with
n irn at his birthday celebration to be held soon when he will mark his
coming of a'::e.
lJrs l-oyser is e;rutei'ul for his courtesy, but; Hetty, a 1'001-
ish imaginative girl, interprets his gallant:cy as amorous interest.
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Uhile las. Poyser is out of the room, J\.rthur succeeds in learning
that Hetty Lnt ends to waLk throursh the wood to the manor house the
next evening. He i850 delighted that he half-way intends to meet her.
~Jhen.h..rthur leaves, Hotty's mind is filled with bright fancies.
It is her anibit Lon to be a lady. whe is quite conscious of her charms,
and feels sure t.\ley would be waat ed on any of the neighborhood aspir-
ants of her own station. As she dweLf.s on the thought of Arthur's at-
tentions,cne idea takes more tilld more di1'inite shape in her wind that
she ",rill become Lady Donnithorne.
icrthur awakens the next morning witihoug being able to shake
Hetty's image from his mind. '.2hethi:qg is fantastic of course, but it
is remarkable tile hold she has g'otten on his imagination. He would be
safer not to see her again. He had been :perhaps too friendly in the
dairy the day before. Ee determines to go on a short trip that day so
as nat to S~~ lv~r ""h~~ she comes to the manor house. But he finds he
cannot go, for his best horse is lamed. He takes the second best and
gallops off for a visit with a friend, planning to stay until rather
late so as to return home after !lett'y has left •
.iU'thur is taking all ·these pr ecaut-f.one because, without admit-
ting it, he is infatuated with Hetty, and he roreaces the danger of the
eLtuation. Hetty is a commontenant; he is to become lord of the manor.
He must s~ri ve for the r-e spec t and love of his tenants without incurring
intimacy. He must avoid Hetty in order to dismiss her from his mind.
But fate wills. ouhurwi se , ;Ster his careful calculation of
time he finds his friend is not at home, and conseq,uently passes through
the wood just as Hetty is on her way to the manor house. 'riley talk and
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.~rthur, s oi.z.ed by a c;reat fascination. cannot make himself 3:1y the neu-
tral thin;c;s He nus intended. One remark he makes in his effort to be
cool sounds like a r-ebuke to Hetty who begins to we.ep, .:.rthur can do
nothing but take her in his arIas, so easily does he fall into beguilement.
'l'hey part abruptly, but a few hours later .;~rthur meets her in-,
tentionallJ meunLng "to say somethine; that will gi'le the past scene a
ooLor Lng of p:copri(;;"t.Yand casualness. .rIe is not master of succeeding
events, for uhi s time Hetty sobs outright and .tl.rthur kiss·.s her.
George _..:liot takea care to explain that ~·U'thurdid not deliber-
ately Lnvo.Lve lIotcy in a bad 3i tuation. iiather, their at nracui.on
toward each other is qUite beyond the control of eitner. 3efore he
kllOVIS Wlld.t is llafJ.i!,cmin,_snc i3 (luite obsessed Viith his passion for her,
and Recty neV'3r realizGs h,;,';Jfoolish are her dreams of being Lady Donni-
thorne.
T·-o,All,':hilg the ~rj_llal7e c.rr-oerrt'.r , AdamBede, who played ·with Don-
ni thorne as a boy, is also hopelessly in love witil Hetty and iGnorant
of her l".31ations with the young squire, r-eads in her blushes and sly
looks a new promise for himself. ~:~tabout this period, while walking
through the wood, Adam chances to see Hetty and Arthur making love.
Realizing the difference in their Gtation, he forces Arthur to fibgt with
him, and strikes him to the ground. iu.ready Hetty's vanity and Arthur's
uncontrolled passion are meeting their just retribution and AdaIllis the
fury. But Nemesis has only begun its operation.
Not realizing how far bhe relation already has gone, Adamtells
Arthur of his love for the foolish girl, and demands that he write her
a note explaining their difference in station and thus breaking off
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their affair. Arthur realizes this is right, for he can never marry the
.gir~, so he writes the note and then leaves to join his regiment.
Some weeks later Hetty consents to marry Adam, but as the time
of the marriage approaches she proposes to go for a visit to her friend
Dinah Morris, a young l!.ethodistpreacher.
Instead, she goes to seek Donnithorne for she is soon to bear
his child. Hetty meets only disappointment for he has left his station.
She does not dare to go home. She dreads to face Dinah, und she
fears she will die of hunger or neglect before she can travel to either
place of safety. She spends the last of her money at an inn where her
child is born. Then she travels the midland countryside longing for
the courage to commit suicide. But the principle of NCllllesishas not
done "I,'lith her. 3he abandons the baby at last, burying it in a shal-
10Vl grave. Returning to the spot with its cries still ringing in her
ears she finds it gone. She is arrested and taken to prison •
.[hen the news reaches Adam he is infuriated at Donnithorne's
unmanly part in the affair and swears a desire to see him suffer as
Hetty has suffered and as he himself has suffered in his pity and shame.
for her. He becomes truly a modern representation of the old Greek
fUry.
But even the furies are tempered by a balance of rational
tolerance. So George Eliot observes this rule of moderation.
Rector Irwine, who has been the philosophical intelligence through-
out, talks vl1th Adam during Hetty's trial and makes him underatund
that none of the wounds of \Yrong-doing Bre healed by hatred. So
Adam's mind is tampered to a generous sympathy; like Aeschylus'
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Eumenides, his natur e is deepened so that he finally finds happiness
with Dinah as his wife.
Hetty is saved from execution by a reprieve gained by Donni-
thorne, but she is transported and dies· soon after. Arthur, his se-
eret known, must abandon his dreurn of being the much loved squi re a-
lUonghis tenants. In order to save -chemfurther unhappiness he leaves
to join his re;jiruent permanently. A ruined life is his retribution.
The theme of Hemesis is very powerfully handled in AdamBede,
the entire novel deriving strength fr01l1the dramatic power' of the theme.
It is relatively pure and direct, losing nothing in the useless theo-
rizing that often obscures George :D,;liot's point. In many respects,
this is her finest work, truly a master1_)iece.
'l'hrough an analysis of tllese Illota it becomes apparent tlJat the
tvro philosophies can be blended, 'but only at the expense of interpret-
in'S one of t~em superficially, or at the cost of structural unity. The
division is inherent in the rational basis of the two philosophies.
The he'lrt of the matter is expressed in the followinr; comment
on the ch'1r9cter of Maggie Tulli vel', George J~liot' s autobiographical
heroine in rrhe Iilill on tile Floss:
"1\ crenture full of ea;er passionate longing for all that was
beautiful and glad; thirsty for all knowledge, with an ear straining
. after dreamy music that died away and would not come near to her,
with a blind, unconscious yearning for som.ething that, would linle to-
gather the VJonderful impressions of this mysteriOUS life and give her
soul a sense of home in it. No ,Jonder when there is this contrast
between the outward and the inward that painful collisions come
02
of it."
In llIiddlemarch He noted genius st:r:uggling against practical
limitations. HowVIenote genius in an elemental struggle, not against
practical limi tutions so much as the very nature of her life. 'I'he
problem is do'eper than social. It is rooted in the veryna'tur-e of life.
It is tih.e eternul struggle and misunderst:mding at which we have been
hinting all throu6h this study: the divergence, in fact the irrepar-
able br-eak oetween the particular and the un.iversal, tho factual and
the ideal, the changing and the e'terna.L, the finite and the infinite,
the partial and the r-ef'o r-e the false, and the entire and therefore the
true. I do not believe I am reading too much into lIraggie's struggles
when I draw these analogies, nor am I going too far in suggesting
the problem as George jZliot' s own,
Maggie lived a rempant childhood Viith her brother Tomin The
!!iill ~ the ],loss where her self-willed father managed proudly to
regulate his affairs and her mother, formerly a Dodson, (a strong
recoll1Hlendation,) lent moral support.
Illaggie wut>a passionate child obsessed with the IIdreamymusic"
of the uni ve r-saL wor Ld, lIers was a sensi ti VB nature conscious from
the first of t~lat perfect wor'Ld that aLon.s cou'Lc make experience
meaningful and give her soul peace und beauty.
Not only Maggie, but Geor~;e ::'::liot herself, beat an old wooden
doll's head on the worru-ea ten uttic 11001' to relieve the fl'ustration
she felt in the incompleteness of life as we must live it in the senses.
J. H. cross" OPe cit., 1,18 (quoting THe Mill ~ ~ lTloss)
I
l
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MagGie reoelled too, by tossing her heavy black hair from her
l'a.ce and finally by taming it with the scissors. She romped on the
muddy banks of the JTloss; she defied the narrow urbanity of il.unt
Glegg. lfnen life became too unsatisfactory, she ran off to live with
a troop cf gypsies lJi th whom she had a frightful and marvellous ad-
venture., Her first real disillusionment came vrhen sho' discovered them
to be not agreeably romantic, but coarse and dirty.
She found life to be falling short of the standard she had set
1'0r it too, when she caught her first perch. Tomtold her she wou1ld
have no luck if she did not learn to watch her line attentively.
This was the virtue she must practice in .order to aecc eed , And life
was good a s long ac virtue had its re1;m'd. But her eyes grew tired,
and she found that the watching became a heavy charge. After ratnut es
of idleness she wi thdl'CVJher line to find that quite by chance she
had hookec. a very fine perch. She was disappointed that there was
no reason behind her trimuph, and it occurred to her too that the
event just as easily might have worked to the reverse; she rnigilt have
been faithful without success. ~5hewas to learn all too bitterly
that the beautn ruf world of ideals t:nat she was forced to relinquish
here VLlS very elusilt3) and that love i-t. as we lllay, unsympathetic COl'\di!ioA/)
will... corne be tween us and our cognizance of it.
One of the unsympathetic accidents initiates a long train of
events which George Eliot treats according to the pattern of Greek
determinism.
Mr. rfulli'ler borrows a large sum of money with which to, pay
for rrom's schooling. He gives his personal note to a-friend, pur-
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pos eLy avo i.d.i.n.j borrowing from the outstanding financier of the town
o:f st. Ogg' S, Mr. :'fakem, who had aroused 'l'ulli yer' s erunity on previ-
ous occasions. It is the shearest ill fate, then, when the friend's
business fails that he is forced to sell the note to Hakem.
Tom and Maggie have gotten acquainted viith Wakem's hunchback
son, Philip, at Tom's schoo l , and in spi t8 of ',l'om's natural resent-
ment of the boy's superior intellect, na1cembecomes a ~ood friend to
both of them, and I.~aggie,in a moment of pity and r~rati tude has kissed
him, to show her good will.
]'i ve years later \iakem decides to foreclose and "sell ';'ulliver
out". Due to pi·tiful plea made secretly by the hen-like l.1rs. Tulli vel',
WdA0md0Ciu.",;J ";0 op.y '~il0 mill v;i t.i1 all its furnishings, rent it to
Tulliver, and 't.O, hi""" .iLl;;O manage it. In this way the outward
li:fe to the 'I'u.Ll.i,vel'S woul d be unchanged.
,!jut the hot-tempered man takes this as the deepest insult, and
in a l'i t of fury he ho r-se-wn.Ips HakHla. Later he thinks better of his
decision and submits, hoping that ':l01;1 may be able to earn enough money
to buy liile mill back if he dies bc ro re he himself can accomplish it.
It soon oecomes obvious that 'l'ulliye:c's heulth is failing and
that he probably will die bero r e he has r cvenge on Uakem. lIe gathers
his family tor;ether vii th the family BIble before him. He forces Tom
and I;Iag[~ie to si(~n their names to a s cat eraent he v;rrites down to the
effect that they a.re to car-ry on his animosity to the second generation
and to curse every offsprin.'~ of the Ual(l~mfamily. Maggie thinks with
a pang of J?hLl:i.p, but signs he r name.
l
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As fate will h:1.V6it, tilis modern AntiGone falls in love .lith
her Haemon in tIle person of' Philip Wakt':lln. The depth and purity of
this love f'orms some of' the most beautiful paaaages in all of George
Eliot's wr'L tinr;. To Eaggie, Philip represents more than her enf'orc ed
choice between love and duty. His world, t::e worLd heri'16s to her,
a wor-Ld of books and music ~lrl(3 pain"ting, the world of beauty and gener-
ous, significant concepts, clashes with "the narrow e:istence of super-
f'icialities so dogl!lCltically held by her aunts and her mother. In accept-
ing ::?hilipT s 10'''13 she is t':l'eeing her spirit for communI ty with his in
a grand and noble life. In rejecting it, she is to shackle herself to
an ignorantly res·crc.tined 3Ul;face existence. But duty wins with her,
and she knowingly chooSQSGhe narrow life.
Iii til a new and .uodern coloring tho utOl'Y of Sophocles' Antigone
is retoln. "·~t first reading of the story it is a disappointment tilat
tile nove L does not end with liIaggie's reject ton of PhLLip's 10'16. And
ifene contest ha« been rnerelyo,:!I;'\i,-~en love and duty, I]eorge :::';liot
would have ended her novel here. 3ut 'this story, rightly or wronr,",ly,
is onLv one 'T :ry important manifestation of a more general iltrug!sle.
As we have suat ed a..ove , the nove l concerns an indi'1idual who
lives in a wor'Ld of partieuLir everrt s and sens e impressions--nothing
represented h.'! tJ1(;')'~l''!r:;;:s and Dodsons goes deeper than this. :1ut
';,his indi viduaL is :j,msiti 78 and DaSSi_OJl8te in her cronin'" for some
principle whi ch will give si(~nii'icl1nco to life. Love for Philip
represents a j03 i "010 :cealizfl'Vi')li for her soul. Ilejecting it, she
must lose herself in the old, meaningless e;cistence. But her rebel-
lious spirit is not at rest. Denied the spring-tide of her most sig-
l
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nificant love, she unoonscfous.Iy seeks relict in a second love, entirely
unworthy of her, love with the polished and affable fop, Stephen Guest.
In submitting to this entirely meaningless putlet, inevitable in
the force of her repression, she brings sympathetic grief to Philip,
ne4rtbt'eak to cousin Lucie, who is engaged to marry Guest, intolerant
shame to Tom, and ruin to herself.
The only adequate end to the story is utter annihilation. But
just as the sufferings of Oedipus were recognized in his death by the
gods, so 1.1aggie's brave battle is recognized. In the very momentof
death, as the flood waters whirl about her boat, she is reunited in
spirit with the brother of her chbLdhood, In that brief momentof
embrace and death the happy times are recalled by his word, "rA:agsie"~
when the two of them lived a deep companionship and their innocent
rebellions were a glorious expression of the tempestuous souls wi thin.
GHAPTill?III
::';_;"l"u,tL,'l'IOlT OF GEORGE ELIOT'S POSITIVISM
Deterni.nism
Let us reca:p:Lt.uLate once more by reviewing the chief doctrines
of Pos j,ti vism that r;.eorge 3liot used, and by evaluntinc: the expres-
sion made of them in the )lots just analyzed.
As we stated in Chapter I of this study Posi Uvism and Greele
thought hava a 8u:peri'iciul similarity in the doctrine of dete:cminisn.
But, as we stated, t.a.at of science has its expression in the particu-
lar, and that of' Greek tra;);edy has its expression in universals.
Since literature deals not only with sense appearance (as
the realist corrt ends.) but wi,th human values discernible only by the
intellect, Fosi ti ve determi.nism falls short; of the literary standard.
He find in the works of George 3;liot not a single plot built
on the deterministic pattern which does not depend on moral qualities
for its significanco. ..:mdin each instance, whether the determinism
takes the patt8rn of retribution as in 1.1idd.lemarch,Romola, AdamBede,
and Silas lilarner J or of Lnd Lvidual struggle again.st a larger destiny
as in Millon thl'} Floss 3.lld3nanish Gypsy, ne can find the prototype
in the Greek tl~1edieL Goor10 Eliot read.
Let us consider possible exceptions to this stut0ment. As we
noted, 'rho Lifted "Toil only hinted at the theme of retribution and
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seemco t h
<.> 0 ave no bas I s in the Greek tragedies. Its introspection is
a pro(luct of the modern science of psychology; its sequence of events
is ato .. nnstic, not rational. If the story has any appeal, to what does
it owe it? Probably our chief sympathy is l'lith Latimer whomwe are
cOnstrllltly" t; l' revoyanceeXTIec ing to rebel against the strange power 0 P
laid upon hlrn, 1 .:/8 expect conflict in his ownmind and are ess 1n-
terested ;n ' . t- iUS 11ife's subterfuges than his own peculiari y. It is
a disa')p·'o· t A ' •j; In raerit \m~n nds spontaneous rational nature does not ex-
press itself in conflict wiLh the mechanistic behavior of his mind.
The story wou.Ld have failed utterly if its only theme had been
Psychological mechanism without implying a world outside that partic-
ula.I' vic\~ U'i' ,'; 'l'~, "V.'"-ll .. .. . t '. , en a Vl· 8'" as... ~~ "" _ _ 1;.u()Ub~l .c'()G~"~V~B~ n0.;a ou. au .u. . "
fabulous and mythical.
\ie may look upon Caterina f s passion in its tempestuous course
as embodied in an orC;~mismout of control. But what 11terary sig-
nificance would such 8 theme hold deprived of the moral coloring of
Wybrow's conduet and the terif'fic internal stl'u~gle of Lar. Gilfi1?
The same argwnent may be made of .Tanet' s dipsomania; It
represents tne kind of determinism that could grow out of Spencer's
unt verse. But ,Tanet' s organic weakness is only minor, serving but to
emphasize her despair and degradation, elements in Q lar(er moral
struggle.
l'hen tiner-e is the case of ,Arrugarnt. The disease which caused
the loss of the voice is an instance of the amoral, particular pattern.
And again, it nas -no significance when considered alone. Its signifi-
cance lies entirely in the ideal world of strivings after beauty and
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completeness.
The r-euL heart of George Eliot's plots is not Positivism. A manta
realization th~t his blind stupidity has resulted in irreparable loss
(~os Barton) is purely an ideal theme that transcends his patched tail-
coats and semons on damnation at the poor-house. Aman's unfailing love
for a womanwho cannot give her heart to him (Ur.Gilfil) surely trans-
cends the passions they feel. And so it goes. Positivism is not ade-
quate to explain a single George Eliot plot.
Status of Her Social Ideas
But we have yet to give a final evaluation of the the positive
idea of human fellowship, society growing by the power of ind:3.'ridual con-
tributions. The follovr.I.ng exerpt from a letter to a Positive friend ex-
plains the idea:
"MY books have for their main bearing a conclusion ••• viithout
"lhich I could not have cared to write any representation of humanlife,
__ namely that the fellowship between man and ID9.nwhich has been the
principle of developm.ent, social and mora.l, is not dependent on. coneap-
tions of what is not man; and that the idea of God so far as it has
been a high spiritual influenpe is the ideal of a gooDmasentirely human
26
(1. e., an eXdl.tation of the human) 1f
ThePosi ti vist never explains how, denying what he calls Metaphysica.l
he can arrive at any gloryfying or exalting concepts 'whichwill vivify
his characters, making them finely endowed 11ving things, capable of
sacrifice and service. The system is: amor.al.and dead, and. lhso-Pdr,,:'dS
George Eliot is moral and alive, she is not a Positivist.
2G
J.W~Cross, op.cit., III, 201.
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In all her bGf3t novels the Positive element is non-essential;
or it is, somethl ng else, ca l Led by tho terminology of Posi ti vi sm, or
where it is 1)1).2'8 8x:)osi tion, it does not be Long in creative li tera-
ture and mars ruther them strengthens her work•
.Janet as a social sez-vant is significant only in the light of
her past sins and retributions, and because She is undergoing con-
stant moral s t rugg Le to keep 1'1'0['1 reverting to the past.
The critic, Leslie stephen says, " ••• Romola's sent iment s show
ti~list religion of
uha t she has be en prematurely impressed by the posi-
2,7
human itv It andoJ , goes on to say tile chal'acter was
rather reo cLeur Ly
handled unnaturally in several instances Ll order that she might
exemplify a doctrine. It is true that Homola was prompted by human.i>
tarian sentiments, and that 'in at least the 'scene where she drifts
down the river in a bar;;e to happen onto a plague-stricken village
waiting for her succor, the action is weakly integrated. On the whole,
however , one might well remark th'3.t Posi ti visll was as little an ex-
pression of Homola's aouL as Lt was of Georr,e IUiot' sown.
FolDe Holt was also dc,;oted to the ser'lice of society, but
hi s desire s eerns to be less tha t society as a whoLe should pro[;ress
as an evolvinG or[~anisrn than that every man ahou.Ldknow his own soul
weLL enough to take his proper place in a world of other men--an idea
more Platonic than Positive.
In a s ens e , Dorothea is a Comtist hez-oLne , Hcr bolief in 1yd-
Gate is meant as an instance of human brotherhood. It too depends on
27 Leslie stephen, Geort~e :;'<;liot, (HewYork: Uacmillan Co, 1902),
p. 138
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the "d
l. ea.l, eltaHlen+-Po of' t.he story f'or lt "tudev _ ,,- l. s IlJ.aGn1 • It is significant
only in -'cn e li,.;.nt of the shattered ideals and trampled ambitions of
both, LYdtr~ate'Hid" " t d 11 ., i 1
_ '-U. Dorothea '-NIlO, like l)rome"Gl:18lls,p1 t e 11 nne I' mora
Courage against the dostruction of their ideal aims.
Daniel Deronda devotes himself to the social and political re-
generation OI~ -'-'cne Jewish race. ""he im~)ortant thing here is rtwiul in-
heritunce b + d, ut both his sevrice and the necessity for it are depen -
errt for literary ef'f'3ct on the ideal struggles of 1.1iraharid Mordecai
and Daniel's love for them.
In ~ Sp:mish Gypsy she uses the J:'~lCialtheme more fully. ]'edal-
ma's Social resDonsibility, howevor, becomes the theme for literature
only ,;he>n 1" t h' , . ' f'l" t t~" .~':3COHWS t.no outwar-d e~c])rl,ssion of a moral conr 1C no
at all implied inclte bald. facts of the case.
In ;..;hort, tIW CourtLst ideal of organic social union, as George
}:;liot harldlo'l': 1" t_ implies nior e pure spirituality than Comtewould admt t .
\laG it r'or tno 3alw of' 'J..lito as a social organism that Homola suffered
his presence',? Did she tolerate his duplicity mez-e.ly because of the Im-
portance of a wife's position to society? lias it not rather that Ho-
moLa recognized the moral power of duty and saw that it was good? Did
.I?orothea, frustrated and lonely, tighten her hold on \~hat was Goodand
true because sho sensed her responsibility to society? Or was it
simply because, knowing virtue, her soul yearned toward it'?
The truths of posi ti vt sm and those of Greek thought are of a
difi'erent order. Admit the latter, and you have breadth to include
the former, al though by comparison, they are superficial.
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positivism and Her Realism
But we have not yet disposed of +vhe,_.nrLuence s l'_ ' _ ~_ o. Positivism on
her wo rk , ':'Ie have yet to consider the mol'S subtle matter of treatment)
Here the influence of positivism is the must genuine and
techniq_ue.
entire.
It is the largest contributing fac~or to her realism. The
scientist's myopia is a commendable countel:bCllance to the unchecked
and rampant vagueness of the undisciplined idealist. 'rhe insincerety
of the aestht3te and the dogmatist forced upon George Eliot an' .admi r>
atioll of scientific method and temperament.
In roost cases her fidelity -liofact is a point of strength.
'rhe quality which makes George Eliot uni que in l::nglish 11teruture is
.101' ubili ty to transcribe the e'~erllal struggles of Greek tragedy into
novels of commonEnglish lite. That yery v,,:uable function of the elU-
piricist to recall the idealist form hiS unt verso of hazy abstraction
to the world of real, every-day events certainly is not lost here.
George SHot states the doctrine of realism in ~ Barton
vrhen she describes him as a cree.ture;,
" ••• I"1h08e virtues ~'Jere not heroic, and who had no undetected
crl.rne .' h. . i b st . "'ho had not the slightest m.70
te
r:'r hanging;
,_ vn"ti In ,n s rea", WO' " ",
about 1 . 1 bLy <U1dunmistakablY vdcked, nor extraordinarily
rim, but was pa pa
• ..: • 0,,0> ,~olnplexions more or lesS muddy whose con-
'WIGe. .Lhey are sl!;rpIY In(;)n -'- v ,
versation is more or lesS bald and disjOinted. Yet these common'-
conscience and have felt the sublime
place people--lllany of tn8IIl--bear a
prompting to do the puinful right; they have their unspoken sorrows
. ' . i. learts 11a7" nerhllPS ~one out townrd their
and their sec red JOYsj tM r 1 "
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first.-born and they have mourned over tile irreclamable dead.
1J8.y, is
there not tl
a pa lOS in their V'ery in::;ignific&nce--in our comparison of
their dim existence "th t' 1"
1jJl . ne g OrlOUS possibilities of that human nature
which they share?
tI ••• learn with me to see some of the poetry and pathos, the trag-
edy and comedy, l~ving in the expl"3rience of a hUInansoul that looks out
t' 28nrough dull grey eyes and speaks in a voice of quite orc1inary tionea,"
But often, the reallsm is weighty. We love ·...J.aggie in ~he Millon
_--
~ Floss be~,wse of her spirited nature arid sympathy with her for the
pl'oso.ic conditions of her life. r.rhroughout the first purt of the book
we anticipate her rebellion end prepare ourselves for the salvation of
her intBllec'~ual and emotional life. AS the deraands of 'rom and her fa-
thergrew more and more unbearable in the light of her more entire love
for Philip we gloried in her rebellion. But when suddenly she complied
with ",'e d61Dondsof the si t uat i on we accept ed thi s , for we f e1' thn tit
was her destiny '0 comply. lie could so. i~ har conduct the working of
a unaver sal, principle. liMn however rebellion finallY came it was not
in the direction of e fuller .. nliZ"tiou• It was more " dafeat of her
finer nature than her com}liance had been. In tl1<lunall.viated circum-
stances of her life w~ come too ne~r to seeiUg a deni., of spiri tu.l
principles rather than a defeat of them.
Realism is s slight~ytoo heavy ballast for Dorothea's stor~ too.
The character us reoressed, ]Ira" tiJD' to time the subduing of ornotion-
at tunno il wlhi ch of' en comos from Georga ~liot 's pen as an exqut s ita
exp:r" "" t . COI~"S ; nsteu(l a disappointing, rather heaV'!
.. BSSlon of sensltivl Y DB u~ - . .-----------.----- ."28 .." !lA. S Barton" (scenes of Clerical. Llfe), ~Bo6ton:George _1110t. wllO ' _-- _- - --
HOUghton Mifflin GO: ,1907) I,156
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sense of incompleteness.
In Daniel Deronda, for example, the reader almost cries in
frustrated desire to have the man reveal himself as a human beIng.
Perhaps she herself felt this sense of limitation, for she uttered
one of the most true criticisms of her work,lfMV predominant feelinl!,is
not that I have achieved anything, but chat great, great facts have
struggled to find a voice through me, and have only been able to speak
brokenly. ,,29
This brings us to a consideration of George ~liot's.philosophy
positivism as Her Personal Problem
as it oonstitutad a personal probl'.' for, her. It "as stated above that
~ Mil!. ~ E.!:!. noss is proboblY autobiOgr'Jphioal in mire that the de-
tails of 1,laggie'S early life. '1M problem, if correctly interpreted
aboye, is al§lo autobiographical.
Just as Ma~gie waS caught in the dilemma b.t\Veen su:rf;ace .xistence
and life's greater SignifiCanCes ",hi en her Bensiti ve insight prompted
her to recognize, so George Eliot waS caught in the dilemma of two
basically incompatiblc philosophies both of which attracted her.
Ae we have seen revolt against the half_understood do';ma" 'hat
ruled Christian worship as she had contacted it, iI"p.lled her to ra-
spect scien.tific I;lccur<'lCYand fidelity to fact.
But sha reoognized its limitationa too and knew that facts ar.
not all of existence. ThOrefore thO universal concepts of Greek
thought appealed to her. finding in science a certain dr_tic power
she determined to cmnbine the twOphilosophies and made the miBtak.
----------------------------------------
29
J
•1I• Oroas,. £E- cil-' III, 219
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of t" rying to accept positivism literally inatead !~taki i
~ 0 ng t merely
as a suggestion of a particular kind of truth.
She is wrong, for exmnple ",hen she carries the idea of social
evolu-l;ion to the point of saying the days of Antigone'S heroism are
past, for thi s heroism is based upon eternal concepts of human values
whi ch must fl' nd tll"l'r ex!)ress1'on In tt h t
v every' age no ma .er Vi a the cul-
tUral medium for these concepts are inherent in the unchanging nature
of life and of thought.
'rhe charge is probablY -true that George Eliot, impelled by her
devotion to George Henry Lewes, -t;ried to make of her novelS propa--·,
ganda piece. tor scientific philOSOphY. It Ls a tact that every one
of her works from Adam Bede on is dedicated to hilll. ThiS was her mern-____ -
od tor pointing out that her irregular union yielded its valuable truit
which, she says never could have been produced but tor the happiness
)
his Ipve had conferred upon her life.
It has been the purpose ot thiS study to shoWthat where George
Eliot's ,,,,rks have succeeded as 11terarY productions that excellence
depended not at all on positivism but rather on the Greek idealism em-
bodi d ,- di For the fact i9 unalter1bl
e
that
e In the classic trage es.
science concerns itself with the particulars of existence and that
taken as such they can never haye ultinliltc meaning. The scientist
does not intend theJ1l to. But the problem for the literary artist is
quite different irma that of the scientist, and sinco thiS is true,
t1
' . t' e world of art.
io rough reali::31o.must fa1.l an n '
• hu.d not been abmldantlY gifted
If George J~liot
witll anllJ.lfail-
t that somehOWdescerned in plain,
ing power of observation Bud a hear
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humble outer rruxnifestations the deeper " if"s~gn ~cances of human life,
she could not have risen above the
limitations pOsitivism laid upon
her. lfor, as George ~liot pr~tests, it is a gr:JV8 error -[;0 confuse
sc Lenc e with life. "hen she accepted positivism, then, she modified
its vi.ew to embrace the ideal world; what she loses in consistency she
""u"
b ~ns in adequacy; but positive thought does !lotdeserve credit for
the adjustment.
However, she did not entirelY escape tho dilennna of bare facts
on one hand and emotional idealism on the other. Bhe accepted sci-
entHic thought as fundamentallY true, but often failed when she at-
tempted to applY it to human life. In some cases she blames the f.il-
ur e on lack of thoroughness in carr:riag out the use of scientific
method;
"With all due regard for Harold TJ'ansome, he waS one of thOse
men who are liable to make the greater mistakes about u particular
',oman' sfeelings because tMY pique "",,,Iselves on a power of inter-
pret" tion derived from much expori ence. Bxperi ence is enlightening,
but with a difference. ,",perlments on live anillllll
s
I!la:Ygo on for a
long period, and yet the faUlla on "Mch they ar e roa
de
roay be limi t-
ed.
There may be a passion in tho mind of a womanwhich pr.cipi tates
not along the path of easy beguilement, but into a great leap away
30
it.lI
her
from
Sometime. she 1"ranklY states a skepticiSDl about the applica-
tion of scienco to some phases of ""istance. ~'or ""ample, FeliX
Holt, speaking of hiS love for, Esther says:
.5
0
G<lorg
e
"liot, Felix Holt, (Wnden: J-.M. Dent and Sons, Ltd,
1934), p. 386
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"I wonder 1iJ!lether t.ue subt Le measuring of forces will ever
come to measuring the force there would be in one beautiful woman
whose mind was as noble as her face IJas beautiful--who made a man's
passion for her rush in one current vJi th all the great aims of his
$1-
life."
contrary to the views of some critics, George ~liot is to
be ad.mired for her scholarship. J.~valuating h8r as a.,literary figure,
Blanche Golton Williams says, "Academically she 'towered above all
and whereas much learning justly or unjustly is held to interfere
wi th the operation of genius, much learning strengthened her accu-
rucy , seriousness, and her punpo se of enriching earth's total of art."
But the fact is unavoidable that her two different views of
existence remained antagonistic. "My imagination is an enemy that must
be cast dovm 0re I can enjoy peace or exhibit uniformity of charac-
l3
ter.1f
"'rhe fields of poe sie look more lovely than ever, now I have
hedged myslef in geometric :regions or' fact, where I can do noth5_ng
3¥
but draw parallels and measure difforences in a double sense. ".'i
"','then a sort of haziness comes over the ml.nd making one feel
v.ear;! of articulated or written Higns of ideas, does not -tho notion a
of a less 'laborious mode of cOlm~unica-tiion, of perception approach-
$
Lng more nearly to intui t Lon seem attractl VO'(II ,
3/~Ibid.' n. 245_'1:'
3.3Dlanche Colton liilliams, ~_rge Eliot, (New York: liIacmillan
co.~~36,)]). 4
33J. \~. cross, .£E..~.' I, 54-55
-3673t1bid, p, 50 Ibid., p, 68
----------~---
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urro -th' . fl'
e eno 0 ler aays George Bliot suffered from these warring
which led herv.oto a division of herself.
Her logi-
impulses within ,
cal nature rebelled. She had no peace except in unity. She was
..3-'
rarely at peace."
i3he labored at the incongruity until it became tenable.
SOlne times, when she is at her best, she losoS herself in the vast,
mysterious power of human life, end then she transoends the bonds
of theory and bears aolosor kinshiP with the religionist, the ideal-
1st and the Greek dramatist-philosOpher than she herself suspeoted .
p. 45
.36 . lllaID.S oP. c1t •,
Blanche Colton iii ,~ -
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